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by Guy Smith 
In a special October 9 meeting, the Student Legislative Council 
(SLC) a 
of the Child Care Center. 
roved preliminary guidelines and a budget for operation 
A report from Richard J. Schiffers, general manager of the 
associated student body, was adopted as the guidelines for the prog- 
ram. 
The program is now being developed by an interim advisory board 
and chairman, according to Schiffers. 
Except for the budget, the report will serve only as a source 
of recommendations in the development of the program, Schiffers 
explained in an interview after the meeting. 
The report also contains definitions, philosophies and past prob- 
lems of the center, he said. 
SLC passed a motion to make the center a combined infant and 
child development center. An infant center provides baby sitting, 
while a child development center provides preschool children educa- 
tion using qualified teachers. 
The council’s decision to make the center a combined program 
was based on goals and financial limitations. 
Helps children 
According to Richard Kramer, who was acting director for the 
center, the optimum benefit to children is a combined center. 
Michael J. Matthews, council member, said during a break, he 
felt the council was interested in taking on more responsibility for 
developing a good children center. 
Some controversy resulted when SLC passed a motion 9 to 2 per- 
mitting the center to hire non student aides, with preference to 
student applicants. 
Tom B. Jones, council member, said, ‘I think students have a 
hard enough time”’ (finding jobs). 
The old program required aides to be students taking at least 
one unit, according to Jan M. Beitzer, assistant to the dean of 
activities. 
According to Kramer, there are already twonon students working 
at the center. Participation at the center takes a ‘‘good heavy block 
of time each day”’, he added. 
A motion made by Wesley P. Chesbro to place more power in 
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Reagan: Initiative will provide control 
Analyst: Tax plan will cause tuition 
by Arnie Braafladt 
Tuition will be imposed and stu- 
dent fees will probably triple if 
Gov. Reagan’s tax limitation 
amendment is approved by voters 
Nov. 6. 
That was a finding of Legisla- 
tive Analyst A. Alan Post in his 
‘Survey of Possible Budget 
Reductions and Transfers’’ 
released Aug. 29. 
Post’s reports have been 
requested by the Legislature to 
determine the impact of the tax 
limitation plan. 
The initiative, Proposition 1, 
would reduce the percentage of 
personal income the state could 
collect in taxes over the next 15 
years from 8.75 to 7.1. 
The limit would drop one-tenth 
of 1 per cent each year until 1979- 
80, when the Legislature may stop 
the decline. 
The plan requires approval of 
the governor and a two-thirds vote 
of each house to exceed the expen- 
diture limitation during emer- 
gency situations. 
The Legislature is barred from 
surpassing the expenditure limi- 
tation by its own action, even if 
the move receives a two-thirds 
vote in each house. 
The initiative requires the 
Legislature to allow local govern- 
ments to increase, without a pub- 
lic vote, the maximum local prop- 
erty tax rates to pay for emer- 
gencies and “‘to allow for...special 
circumstances creating hardship 
for individual local entities.” 
‘We are simply 
returning to the 
people the right 
to say there is 
a limit...’ 
It includes the following major 
provisions relating to the income 
tax: 
ONE: A one-time reduction of 
up to 20 per cent of personal 
income tax. 
TWO: An ongoing reduction of 
7.5 per cent of personal income 
tax. 
THREE: A personal income tax 
exemption for single persons 
whose income is less than $4,000 
and married couples whose joint 
income is less than $8,000. 
Backers of the initiative spent 
$436,452 to gather necessary sig- 
natures to place the proposal 
before the voters. 
Spent less 
By contrast, proponents of 
Proposition 20, the coastline pro- 
tection measure, expended 
$18,506 in 1972 to qualify and sup- 
porters of Proposition 17, death 
nalty restoration, spent only 
$9,292 to qualify. 
The special election, which will 
cost California taxpayers $20 mill- 
ion, was therresult ef the signature 
drive that began after Reagan 
and the Legislature were unable 
to agree on a program to dispose 
of a budget surplus and to limit 
future state taxes. 
Reagan has argued the plan will 
provide control of amount of state 
revenues the government may 
take from the people in years 
ahead. 
Make government efficient 
At a recent press conference he 
told reporters he believes taxes 
could be reduced by making gov- 
ernment more efficient and 
economical. 
‘“‘We are simply returning to the 
ople the right to say there is a 
imit above which you cannot go 
without our permission in taxing 
us,” he said. 
‘‘And we are saying that 
because we now have reached a 
point of real critical danger, a 
point where government is taxing 
at a level where no government 
has ever been able to survive... 
“We've got to decide something 
now--whether we really believe in 
‘government by the le’.”’ 
Reagan refused to play a 
‘‘number picking game’’ by 
answering detailed questions and 
said the initiative’s ~~ are 
trying to “confuse the people so 
they'll either stay away from the 
polls or vote no.’ 
“We are aiming at reducing the 
share of the people’s earnings that 









‘The net state-local 
tax burden of the 
typical family 
may increase’ 
a way as to not disrupt govern- 
ment, not suddenly have to curtail 
services. 
‘‘Just as the constitution gives 
us the right to tell government it 
cannot confiscate our property 
without due process of law we are 
saying part of that property is the 
fruit of our toil.’’ 
Critics, however, contend the 
initiative will force drastic reduc- 
tions in services, forcing tax 
increases at the local level. 
They point out that over 65 per 
cent of state expenditures are 
grants to local governments and 
agencies. 
Post has insisted passage of the 
measure could reduce state 
spending next year by $600 million 
from what it would be. 
In acost analysis released Sept. 
6 he said if the plan is adopted 
‘‘substantial reductions in state 
expenditures will be required 
each year.’ Expenditures will 
(Continued on back page) 
Editor's note: 
Thought column begins 
‘ , . (one of the problems of 
specialization) is that it is 
nobody’s business to think about 
the big questions that cut across 
the specialties—the largest 
questions facing our society. 
Where are we headed? Where do 
we want to head? What are the 
major trends determining our 
future? Should we do anything 
about them? Our fragmented 
leadership fails to deal ef- 
fectively with these transcendent 
questions.” 
—John Gardner 
Common Cause Chairman 
In partial remedy of this tween White and Native Ameri- 
problem, The Lumberjack opens can cultures—land as exploitable 
a new column: Up Front. HSU 
Vice Presidential Asst. Robert G. asset or land as preservable 
Lake explores the conflict be- resource. See page 7. 
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Conference speakers propose coyote solutions 
by Don Floyd 
Environmental writer 
The explosive growth of the 
coyote population h s tr ggered a 
level of controversy in Humboldt 
County that few others issues 
reach. Local ranchers and their 
counterparts throughout the 
west, look upon the coyote as a 
menace to their livelihood. 
The California Dept. of Fish 
and Game (DFG) doesn’t seem to 
be sure what to think of this sly 
predator but the department is 
certain it doesn’t want to spend 
money on an unproven control 
program. 
Both of these facts became 
obvious at the Humboldt County 
Coyote Seminar last Saturday at 
College of the Redwoods. The 
seminar was sponsored by the 
Northcoast Environmental Cen- 
ter, the Humboldt County Wool 
Growers Assoc. and the county. 
The all-day meeting featured 
speakers ranging from a high 
school biology student to a past 
president of the California Wool 
Growers Assoc. 
Sheep industry declines 
Gary Stewart, rancher from 
Alderpoint and past president of 
the California Wool Groweers 
told the audience that in the last 
25 years he has witnessed a sheep 
industry “that was perhaps 
second to lumber” dwindle from 
100,000 ewes to 40,000. Stewart 
claimed losses up to 125 sheep in 
one season. 
Another group advocating 
strict control of coyote population 
was the Wildlife Conservation 
Club, an organization of hunters 
represented by Jarard Hen- 
dricks. — 
Hendricks blamed ‘‘a shortage 
of deer and a 10 per cent fawn 
survival rate’’ on coyote 
predation. He told the seminar: 
“When you put us (man) on the 
mature deer and the coyote on 
the fawn it’s no wonder we 
haven’t got any deer.” 
Probably the most con- 
troversial proposal came from 
Hendricks who proposed that 
Humboldt County establish. a 
bounty on the coyote. 
* Bounty disapproved 
Bounty systems have faced 
increasing disfavor from wildlife 
agencies and researchers who 
contend that the bounty is inef- 
fective and harmful in predator 
control. 
Eldridge Hunt, chief of the 
HSU meets enrollment requirements, 
won't have to return state money 
by Judy S. Hodgson 
Cautious sighs of relief can be 
heard this week around the Office 
of Admissions and Records. 
It looks as if HSU has admitted 
enough full-time students to meet 
full-time equivalency (FTE) 
requirements and will not be 
required to return funds to the 
State. 
The HSU operating budget is 
based on a prediction of how many 
full-time students attend. This 
year the prediction was 6,500 stu- 
dents, or 6,500 FTE. FTE is 
HSU students to 
attend meeting 
Two HSU students will attend 
the National Antiimperialist Soli- 
darity Conference in Chicago 
Friday through Sunday. 
Francis Andrews, sociology 
junior, is the delegate of the 
Young Workers Liberation 
League of Humboldt County. 
Kathy L. Johnston, education 
sophomore, will represent the 
Black Student Union (BSU). A 
third Black delegate will be 
chosen from Eureka. 
Sponsors of the conference say 
its purpose is ‘“‘to crystallize 
sentiment among Black people 




Blacks from the United States, 
South America and Africa plan to 
attend the conference. 
Sponsors include Rev. Ralph 
Abernathy, president Southern 
Christian Leadership Confer- 
ence; Dick Gregory .and Angela | 
Davis, Black lecturers; and 
Kavin Mercodel, president 
Harvard-Radcliffe University 
Association of Afro-American 
studies. 
Mark Allen, northern Cali- 
fornia coordinator for the con- 
ference, wrote in ‘‘People’s 
World”’ the conference was called 
“to end U.S. involvement in 
Africa.” 
He said American industry 
exploits Blacks in Africa and 
other minorities elsewhere, 
‘supporting racial separation 
and suppression.” 
figured by dividing the total 
number of units by 15. 
‘“‘We receive X number of dol- 
lars per FTE,” said William C. 
Arnett, registrar. 
Students not pressured 
Although Arnett said no pres- 
sure on students to take more 
classes was intended, acting 
President Milton Dobkin began 
the year with a “welcome stu- 
dents, and how’s your FTE?” 
message. 
He urged students to try classes 
out of their field if they needed 
units to complete their schedules. 
‘‘Once we admit a certain 
number of students, we either 
pray or urge them to add 
classes,’’ said Dr. Richard 
Ridenhour, dean of academic 
planning. 
There is an allowable deviation 
of 150 FTE, either over or under 
the prediction, Arnett explained. 
If the FTE had fallen below 6,350, 
HSU would have been required to 
return funds to the Chancellors 
office, he said. 
Requires cuts 
“If that had happened, we 
would have had to assess the 
situation to determine which 
areas would be cut,’’ said 
Ridenhour. 
Areas first to be cut would 
include temporary help, unfilled 
positions and some operating 
expenses.” 
The office of admissions and 
records predict the unit load stu- 
dents will take each year. Stu- 
dents are admitted based on this 
prediction. 
At the second week of instruc- 
tion, 7,400 students had been 
admitted and were registered for 
an average of 13.3 units each. FTE 
was computed to be 6,553. 
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POD POD DD DOG—Gr 
Recordwuorke 
NOW IN EUREKA TOO 
We Buy And Sell 
‘We will probably drop _— 
when figures on the third wee 
come out because of the add-drop 
deadline,”’ said Ridenhour, ‘‘but 
we will be within the limit.” 
‘We're in good shape,”’ agreed 
Arnett. Arnett said other Califor- 
nia state campuses such as Hay- 
ward have experienced a rapid 
growth followed by a drop in 
admissions. 
“They are having trouble this 
year,”’ Arnett said. 
Last year HSU fell slightly 
below the predicted 6,200 FTE and 
returned $26,600 to the state. 
Arnett explained, however, that 
this was not a significant amount. 
Next year, the prediction is 
again 6,500 and is expected to be 
6,600 in 1975-76. 
“There are so many variables 
in a situation like this,’’ said 
Ridenhour. ‘‘It’s difficult to pre- 
dict how many units students will 
take and what classes will be most 
popular.” 
Scheduled 
play is free 
The HSU College Program 
Board is scheduled to present El 
Teatro Campesino (Farm Work- 
ers Theater) in the East Gym 
from 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. next 
Tuesday. 
The play is ‘‘La Carpa do los 
Rasquachis’”’ (the Tent of the 
Underdog), dealing with how 
Chicanos cope with society. 
Fl Teatro Campesino is a 
bilingual theater company 
created in 1965 to teach and 
organize Chicano farm workers.    
  
  
Funds to send the HSU students 
to the conference were raised by 
bake sales and a BSU sponsored 
jam session in the Rathskeller. 
  
1620 G St. Areata 
wildlife management branch of 
the California Department of 
Fish and Game told the seminar: 
“We do not feel that predators 
have been a major factor in the 
decline of the deer.” 
Hunt traced the involvement of 
DFG in predator control. The 
department is not active in 
predator control and has not been 
since 1966. 
The only coyote control 
programs run by a governmental 
agency is the Animal Damage 
Control Program operated by the 
Division of Wildlife Services of 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser- 
vice. 
Use steel traps 
The program involves about 75 
government trappers who work 
in 32 counties in the state. The 
trappers use steel traps as the 
principal control method. Den- 
ning (destroying pups in dens), 
aerial hunting and shooting are 
also used. 
The cooperative program has 
not used poisons since March 1972 
when an executive order from 
President Nixon banned the use 
of all poisons. 
The loss of poisons as a tool in 
coyote control was deplored by 
several speakers. Tom Nichols of 
the Fish and Wildlife Service 
called the M-44 (a variation of the 
“coyote getter’ which releases a 
sodium cyanide charge into the 
mouth of an animal from a piece 
of bait) ‘the most selective tool 
we had.”’ 
Nichols said the M-44 was 97 
per cent selective in control of 
individual animals preying on 
livestock. 
EPA action ‘stupid’ 
Mainard Cummings of the Uni- 
versity of California called the 



















1535 G St 
Arcata 
mental Protection Agency (EPA) 
action that banned the use of the 
getter. and other poisons ‘‘a 
stupid kind of action.” 
Cummings complained 
because the President and EPA 
‘‘acted without documentary 
evidence” when the ban was 
placed. 
Cummings, who is involved 
with predator control research at 
Davis, said there is ‘‘reasonable 
doubt that what we call coyote 
control is effective.” He told the 
seminar natural factors were 
probably more effective in coyote 
population control than human- 
operated programs. 
Several counties including 
Fresno, Mendocino and Tehama 
have withdrawn from the Fish 
and Wildlife Service’s 
cooperative program. Tehama 
county has also introduced a 
bounty system on the coyote. 
Private lands 
William Staler of the Tehama 
County Agriculture Department 
explained the system. The county 
has three trappers who work 
about 152 ranches. The control 
program is only applied to 
private lands, he said. 
Staler reported that bounties 
were paid on 502 animals in fi cal 
1972. Most of the animals killed 
were coyotes. The others were 
bobcats. Money for the program 
comes from funds received from 
fish and game violations. 
The seminar ended with 
comments from Humboldt Coun- 
ty Supervisor Ray Peart. Peart 
told the audience of a con- 
versation with fellow Supervisor 
Raul Murgia. 
Peart asked Murgia what the 
Indians called the coyote. Murgia 
replied ‘‘they called him 
brother.” 
ae a se <a a a <a 
DON’T GO HOME FOR CHRISTMAS 4 
Special charter flights 
open to students and faculty of HSL 
$179 
leave San Francisco Dec. 15 












leave S.F.-L.A. Dec. 18 return $.F.-L.A. Jan. 1 
All flights B 707 or DC-8 
Contact: Ken Wiig A.S.B. office Nelson Hall 822-4222 
Fare based on pro rata share of minimum group of 40 and 
includes an administration fee of $15. Fare is in accordance 
with tariff on file with C.A.B. and includes all taxes 
Fare may vary based on actual number of passengers traveling 



















































Dr. John Pauley, chairman of the theater arts 
department, was named acting vice president of 
academic affairs last week by Milton Dobkin, acting 
university president. Pauley has been an HSU faculty 
member since 1952. 
Moretti to appear 
Assembly Speaker Bob Moretti 
is scheduled to appear at 3 p.m. 
next Wednesday in the HSU 
University Center multi-purpose 
room. Admission is free. 
Moretti, D-Van Nuys, will speak 
on Proposition 1, Gov. Reagan’s 
tax limitation plan. 
In a recent statement Moretti 
said the constitutional amend- 
ment ‘‘would have a depressing 
    i . EN a : 
Assembly Speaker 
Bob Moretti 
effect on the economy of this state 
and a disastrous impact on those 
least able to protect themselves- 
-the old, the young, the ill and the 
disabled.” 
Young member 
Moretti was first elected to the 
assembly in 1964 at the age of 28 
and was elected assembly 
speaker in January, 1971. 
He was the third first-term 
legislator in the 20th century to be 
elected to the Assembly Rules 
Committee and was the first 
freshman to be named Chairman 
of the Finance and Insurance 
Committee. 
He earned a degree in account- 
ing in 1958 from the University of 
Notre Dame in South Bend, Ind. 
Moretti has sponsored legisla- 
tion concerning health care, prob- 
lems of the aged, crime control, 
tax reform, occupational safety 
and the welfare of children. 
Wants steam 
He has encouraged assembly 
staff to research steam power as 
an alternative to the smog- 
producing internal combustion 
engine. 
During this year’s session the 
gubernatorial hopeful sponsored 
legislation allowing collective 
bargaining for teachers and a bill 
requiring disclosure of legis- 
lators’ financial interests. 
He was successful in obtaining 
additional funding this year for 
child care centers in California. 
Moretti is a member of the Joint 
Committee on the Aging, the uni- 
versity board of regents, state 
university and colleges board of 
trustees and the California 
Energy Council. 
by Jeanne Sapunor 
Dr. John F. Pauley was offi- 
cially appointed HSU acting vice 
president of academic affairs last 
Tuesday by Milton Dobkin, acting 
president. 
Pauley, in an interview last 
Friday, said his prime objective 
$ as acting vice president would be 
a do as good a job as Dobkin 
id. 
“I'll just try and help keep the 
ship afloat,"’ he said. 
Pauley considers his new 
appointment ‘‘only temporary” 
and said he expects it can last 
from two months to possibly next 
summer. 
He came to HSU in 1952 as a 
Dam debate set 
A debate on the Butler Valley 
Dam (BVD) is scheduled Thur- 
sday at noon in the HSU Univer- 
sity Center multi-purpose room. 
Eureka attorney Ron Angel, a 
member of the Your Economic 
Survival (YES) Committee, will 
speak in favor of the project while 
opponents of the project will be 
represented by Humboldt County 
Supervisor Ray Peart. 
There will be an opportunity for 
questions from the audience 
about BVD. 
Daniel A. Cotter, director of stu- 
dent voter registration and educa- 
tion, will serve as debate mod- 
erator. 
There will be no admission 
charge. 
Art prints for sale 
A print sale to benefit the HSU 
print lab will be held next Mon- 
day through Friday from 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. in the hallway of the Art 
Building. 
Etchings, lithographs and silk- 
screens will be on sale. 
Square dance set 
The Lumberjacks and Jills 
have scheduled a hay ride and 
square dance October 21 at 7 p.m. 
The event is open to the public and 
will take place at the Lazy L 
Ranch, 990 Fickle Hill Road. 
  
  
   
This is the way you've always wanted 
to learn... 
accredited study with a fascinating 
semester of travel to Africa, Austral- 
asia, the Orient, and the Americas. 
Over 8500 students from 450 colleges 
have already participateJ, Financial 
aid is available. Write now for free 
Catalog: 
Box 1000, Orange, CA 92666 
 
and shoul«!. Combine 
WCA, Chapman College    
  
Who’s that guy in 
the Straw Hat? 
It’s definitely not 
Wednesday, Oct. 17, 1973, The Lumberjack-3 
faculty member in the speech 
department. He served as 
assistant to the dean when Dr. 
Homer P. Balabanis was vice 
president of academic affairs. 
When Balabanis retired, 
Pauley requested re-assignment 
to the speech department. He has 
taught classes in the theater arts 
department and served as its 
chairman until Tuesday. 
Pauley has been serving on the 
statewide Academic Senate and 
expects to keep busy as a member 
of its external degree committee 
and its advisory council for the 
California State University and 
Colleges Consortium. 
The consortium committee 
advises the chancellor’s office on 
the quality and feasibility of 
statewide baccalaureate and 
master’s programs which are not 
internally offered at the state uni- 
versities and colleges now. 
Approves studies 
Pauley said the committee 
recently approved a statewide 
presents: 
| New vice president named for campus 
B.A. in liberal studies and a M.A. 
in humanities. 
_ With this program, Pauley said 
eben need hale Bie 0 junior 
to obtain a B.A. in total of Gree 
to four years. . 
The student would be required 
to attend a minimal number of 
classes on a campus and would do 
most work through tapes, writ- 
ings and communications with 
faculty members. 
Opens studies 
Pauley said the new program 
was the senate’s answer to the 
“open university” system. 
 consortiumcommittee also 
has recommended there be no 
limitation on the credit given 
from extension courses in apply- 
ed a degree. 
auley intends to budget his 
time so that he may attend the 
Senate meetings while still acting 
as vice president, but said there 
= . out-of-town meetings until 
em Qe @ ai Oess® 
HUMBOLDT JAZZ SOCIETY 
“JUST JAZZ” 
- Tues. 9 - midnight 
“THE VOICE OF JAZZ” w/ Wayne Thompson 
WED. 6-9pm 
“THE LISTENING BOOTH? W/Jef Booth 
Khsu- FMS S?P™ =—90-5 
w/Gary V 
 
  1604 G St., Arc. 
 
FRENCH BOOKS NOW IN STOCK 
GARGANTUA Robelois $1.75 
LES AMOURS Ronserd $1.75 
PANTAGRUEL Robelais $1.75 
LES DAMES GALANTES Brantome $1.75 
ILIADE Homere $1.95 
LE NOEUD DE VIPERES Mauriac $1.25 
LES ANGES NOIRS F. Mauriac $1.25   
GLEN BONNER’S 
UNION TOWN AUTO PARTS 
New Auto Parts For 
All Cars And Trucks 
“We always have just what 
you want or will get it fast!’’ 




“Your NAPA Jobber— 
A Good Man To Know” 
GLEN BONNER, OWNER 
822-5114 
639 6th, ARCATA 
822-6389 
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Editer’s viewpoint 
The Earthpeople — 
In the Student Government column this week, 
Wesley Chesbro argues that a lumberjack is no longer 
an appropriate mascot for HSU. He suggests a change 
to a less ecologically violent image. 
We agree with the gist of Chesbro’s essay: the time 
is ripe for a change. The Lumberjack (newspaper) is 
ready to change its name to conform to a solid 
alternative. . 
Ethnic Affairs Administrator Bobby Lake, in the 
Up Front column begun this week, explores an idea 
which is neatly complementary. He points out the 
economic attitude of the White man toward the land 
and other natural resources and the opposite ten- 
dency of the Native Americans, the latter em- 
phasizing preservation and reverence for the land. 
A lumberjack as the school image belies the ex- 
ploitive ethic of the White culture. Thus, the present 
mascot excludes not only women and con- 
servationists but Native Americans as well. 
Since the campus is located so close to one of the 
largest reservations in the nation, it would be fitting 
for the new name to reflect this cultural influence. 
Last week, Michael Matthews pleaded with 
students to accept a larger share of responsibility in 
their adopted community, which already feels their 
presence economically and ideologically. 
In other ways, students seem to be moving toward 
detente with the nonstudent segment of the area’s 
population. The Vietnam war is more or less over, the 
Butler Valley controversy soon will be settled except 
for inevitable lawsuits and, after these drawn-out 
conflicts, it is not surprising that both sides seem 
more willing to cooperate. 
The time is ripe for change here, too. 
This (encouraging) spirit of cooperation should also 
be kept in mind while selecting a new mascot. 
To tie these seemingly independent criteria 
together, we propose the name, The Earthpeople. 
Admittedly, The Earthpeople sounds somewhat 
juvenile at tirst, but there is method to this madness. 
Earthpeople could be taken in the context of earth 
(with a small ‘‘e’’) people, as a tribute to the Native 
American cultural heritage of Humboldt County. 
It could also be read as Earth (as in planet Earth) 
people, as the most non-exclusive term available. It 
contributes a sense of solidarity, commonality and 
cooperation that The Sandpipers (for example) lacks. 
The Earthpeople also has a certain grand sim- 
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: Letters 
Irresponsibility 
While glancing through your 
last edition of The Lumberjack, 
my eyes fell upon the classified 
ads section. In there was an add 
for a T.V. repairman by the name 
of Jim Sussman. 
I saw this same ad a year ago 
in your paper. At that timeby T.V. 
set was broken, and I decided to 
let a student repair it. After all, 
the majority of us are poor and 
we are trying to put ourselves 
through school, so why not help 
each other out! 
Unfortunately Sussman kept 
my set at his home for five weeks 
without doing a damn thing to it. 
Once a week I would call and 
ask about the progress of repairs. 
He would make some feeble 
excuse and tell me to call him in 
a week or two. After the fifth week 
I called and demanded that he 
bring my T.V. set back. He proc- 
rastinated and when he finally did 
bring it back he was sullen and 
rude; muttering that he was going 
out of the TV repair business any- 
way. 
The next day I took the set into 
town to get fixed. It was repaired 
and back in my home within two 
days. 
I'm writing this letter because 
I don’t want anyone else to have 
to go through what I did. There 
are certain businessmen in this 
area exploiting students in the 
form of hiring practices, product 
quality and general attitude. But 
it really hurts when that busines- 
sman is a fellow student. 
Holly Hanson 
Theater Arts Major 
Students warned 
Wearestarting anew academic 
year and history reveals a serious 
problem of thievery in our sur- 
roundings that we wish to avoid 
this year. 
During the past two years in 
particular, students have experi- 
enced a rash of incidents whereby 
personal property, especially 
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Lockers have been entered 
illegally, locks have been dam- 
aged by being forceably removed 
from lockers and money has been 
taken from clothing hanging in 
lockers. We certainly regret these 
happenings and are concerned 
that we cannot prevent them. 
Already this year, we have had 
money taken from a staff mem- 
ber’s office and a report of thiev- 
ery in the locker room. These inci- 
dents seem to occur at a time 
when money is available such as 
the beginning of a new quarter. 
What can we do to discourage this 
type of behavior? May we sug- 
gest: 
1. Do not carry a large sum of 
money. 
2. Always be certain your lock 
is locked. 
3. Report suspicious behavior 
by individuals in the vicinity of the 
locker room. 
4. If necessary, check your val- 
uables with the attendant. 
The Division of Health and 
Physical Education cannot be 
held responsible for losses sus- 
tained by staff and students. It is 
certainly a sad situation when 
some individuals find it necessary 
to prey on fellow classmates. 
We cannot be certain that stu- 
dents are the culprits, since many 
transients pass through our area. 
Forceable entry into lockers 
occurred on three separate occa- 
sions last year. There is every 
reason to believe we will continue 
to experience such incidents. 
Each student must assume a 
high degree of responsibility for 
the security of his valuables. Be 
ever mindful that you may be the 
target of the next attempt. These 
times are extremely difficult in 
many respects and the sooner we 
realize that we must be forever 
protective of our belongings, the 
better off we will be. 
L.W. Kerker 
Chairman of 
Division of Health and 
Physical Education 
Nursing filled 
There is a shortage of spaces for 
students in the nursing program. 
Due to budget cuts, lact of faculty, 
etc...the department has had to 
limit the number of students 
which it can accept as nursing 
majors. Some of these students 
already accepted into the prog- 
ram have been told that they must 
wait a year before beginning their 
hospital training. Others like 
myself have tried to change their 
majors to nursing, and are told 
that it is impossible to do so. 
_ The nursing program isn’t 
inadequately sized, but every 
year the available spaces are 
filled by incoming freshman and 
transfer students, leaving no 
room for those of us who are 
already enrolled at Humboldt. 
Within a few days, the nursing 
department and administrators 
will decide on the admission 
otas for the new students of ’74. 
s they make this decision, I 
appeal to them to please consider 
the women and men here at Hum- 
boldt who ish to make nursing 
their profession. By lowering the 
new student quota in the nursing 
department, there will be enough 
room for us. 
I urge any student who is 
unable, but wishes to enter the 
nursing program, to let your plea 
be known. The administrators 
must be aware of our problem; 





On Tuesday morning, Oct. 9, 
1973, I made a telephone request 
of The Lumberjack to note in 
their next edition, that the Uni- 
versity Police Department, in 
conjunction with the Arcata 
Police Department, would again 
provide bicycle registration 
services for the campus com- 
munity on October 15, 16, 17, 9:00 
(Continued on page 5) 
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an edge 
on the other guy 
by C.G. Stockton 
With continually higher unem- 
ployment rates facing graduates 
of this institution and others, it 
seems ludicrous that so few stu- 
dents are actively planning on 
how to meet the competition for 
the jobs they may want. The 
indicators of recent years should 
ive anyone insight enough to the 
fact that an education alone will 
not guarantee a job in one’s 
desired field. But still, students, 
whether as a result of apathy, 
ignorance, or naivete, are won- 
dering why a candidate with the 
same educational qualifications 
as they have is selected over them 
.for that ‘“‘ideal’’ job in the real 
world. The answer to be found in 
many cases is that THAT can- 
didate participated in something 
outside of the microcosm of a clas- 
sroom. 
THAT person who received the 
good job in his field of study, 
either through a sense of obliga- 
tion to his alma mater, to the com- 
munity in which he lived, or most 
importantly, to hiraself, realized 
that participation in extra- 
curricular activities was and IS 
a necessary prerequisite for 
meeting the competition and 
demands of the outside world 
head-on. His education gave him 
the foundation for knowledge, but 
his participation in organized 
activities in advance of leaving 
school gave him additional know- 
ledge and experience, which in 
turn gave him the edge over the 
equally educated (on paper) Joe 
Schoolkids who were also vying 
for HIS job. 
    
* (Continued from page 4) 
a.m. to 12 noon. I was informed 
that it was late to get news in the 
paper but was assured it would 
appear in this week’s newspaper. 
When the paper came out, this 
article was not included, which 
means this service did not get the 
coverage necessary to reach all 
those involved members of the 
campus community. 
I believe that The Lumberjack 
is a service-rendering 
organization as ismy department 
and that every effort should be 
made to educate students to 
programs available to them. If 
for some reason, this article 
could not be published, a phone 
call could have stopped the 
printing of posters, rescheduling 
of officers, etc., and thus the 
registration dates postponed until 
newspaper coverage could be 
obtained. 
C. A. Vanderklis Jr. 
Campus Police Chief 
Editor's note: 
The Lumberjack apologizes for 
the error and any inconvenience 
it caused. 
His degree of participation may 
have ranged from occasional par- 
ticipation in a club function to 
leadership of his alma mater to 
athletic endeavors, but the point 
is that he emerged from the hal- 
lowed educational cocoon long 
enough to see that there is a lot 
more outside the microcosm, the 
knowledge of which can be gained 
only through experience and 
involvement in it. 
The implication is clear and 
particularly clear on this campus, 
where antipathetic and ‘‘who 
gives a damn” attitudes prevail, 
and where more than forty clubs 
and twenty student government 
committees are shy of the basic 
ingredient needed for their 
viability--namely, people. 
Officers of clubs and committees 
in most cases, have worked over- 
time to provide YOU with enough 
inducement to join their organiza- 
tions, but to what result? Those 
individuals can only go so far on 
their own without help, and rele- 
vance (the lack of which seems 
to be a popular excuse of non- 
participants) and having ‘‘fun’’ 
activities are directly propor- 
tional to the numbers of people 
who get involved. No matter what 
external inducements can be 
created though, the final motiva- 
tion for participating in any 
organized activity has to come 
from one source---YOU, the 
individual. 
If you cannot be motivated to 
Student opera? 
Regarding the school’s produc- 
tion of ‘‘La Boheme”’: 
We thought this was supposed 
to be a student production. We are 
not disputing the capabilities of 
those chosen to play the leads, but 
where are the students? The stu- 
dents are understudies, and in bit 
parts. If you want a professional 
sounding opera, San Francisco 





I would like to call attention to 
a serious error made by reporter 
Arnie Braafladt in a story which 
appeared on the front page of 
your newspaper two weeks ago. 
Reporter Braafladt described 
Jack Young, the public relations 
consultant working for the 
passage of the Butler Valley 
Dam, as the “owner of ‘Ship- 
wreck,’ a tourist attraction.” 
The seriousness of this mistake 
lies not in the misinformation it 
presented but in the connotation 
it produced. It was so placed in 
the story as to make Young ap- 
  
Editor's note: 
The Perspectives page is 
reserved for opinion matter from 
anyone about anything. Length 
may be up to 500 words (about 
two typed pages, double-spaced). 
Libelous or tasteless matter will 
not be published. Deadline is 
Friday before publication—for 
more information, call 826-3271. 
participate in extracurricular 
activities ‘‘just for the fun of it’, 
then do it for your own selfish 
reasons, not the least of which 
should be to give you that ‘‘added 
edge”’ over equally-educated 
competitors for YOUR job. And 
if you are still in doubt about the 
validity and reasons for your join- 
ing an organization, after having 
read this far, consider as one last 
throught and while it is still not 
too late, what will you put on the 
inevitable line of almost every 
application for employment and 
or entrance to graduate school: 
‘‘In what extracurricular 
activities did you participate 




by Bruce Siggon 
Director, together program 
There are a few requirements 
for leading an enjoyable life 
which apply to all people regard- 
less of their age or social position. 
Besides the biological require- 
ments, there are the psychologi- 
cal needs for love, understanding 
and the companionship which is 
the response to these needs. What 
I am trying to say in ‘25 words 
or less” is that we all need a 
friend. 
Most of us are lucky, being part 
of a college community makes it 
easy to meet people, and so most 
of us have a number of friends. 
By the time you get to college 
you’ve seen enough of life to 
realize just how valuable a friend 
can be at certain times in your 
life; especially times of crisis. 
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pear to be a rich tourist at- 
traction owner whose main stake 
in the Butler Valley controversy 
was his interest in bringing more 
tourists to the area. Young does 
not and never has had any finan- 
cial connection with ‘‘Ship- 
wreck”’ or any other tourist at- 
traction. 
While your reporter was subtly 
slandering Young and aptly 
describing the obvious, but un- 
stated male chauvinism of Gil- 
bert Trood helping a bikini clad 
coed into a plastic swimming pool 
(which was to symbolize Butler 
Valley Lake), he somehow 
forgoet to mention that Wes 
Chesbro, who once headed the 
opposition to the dam had cut his 
hair so that he could appear to be 
a member of the straight com- 
munity. 
Obviously both sides are in the 
business of fooling the public one 
way or another. It would seem 
that the duty of the press in such 
matters would be to expose the 
ludicrous tricks of both sides 
rather than becoming 
emotionally involved on the front 
page of the paper. 
Tom Belton 
Journalism Major 
Wednesday, Oct. 17, 1973, The Lumberjack-5 
 
| Corruption widespread] 
by Steve Kaire 
Political and corporate corruption has gotten so widespread and 
flagrant in America, that it is rare now to hear a politician admit 
guilt or wrongdoing. It is even rarer to find the giant corporations 
admit to their fair share of illegal and fraudulent activities that 
would never be suspect from their multi-million dollar advertising 
campaigns. 
Relating to the Watergate case, President Nixon, former attorney 
general John Mitchell, personal advisors Halderman and 
Erlichman, Herbert Kalmbach, the president's personal attorney, 
all cleverly read off their prepared statements which concede to 
nothing. 
Vice President Agnew, despite the half-dozen men who have tes- 
tified that they personally gave Agnew kickbacks, denies every 
and all allegations of unlawful activities. 
The corporations have been guilty as never before of falsifying 
evidence to congressional committees, intentionally omitting signi- 
ficant information to the government, comprumising safety in their 
products and services, and using the profit motive as the sole criter- 
ion for their actions, directly in conflict with the best interests of 
the American people. 
If this country’s economy is genuinely based on competition, then 
there should be scores of anti-trust cases taken against the super 
corporations that are swallowing up smaller businesses at an alarm- 
ing rate. If America is to restore fairness and faith in its govern- 
ment, then politicians should be prosecuted to the fullest extent 
of the law if found guilty of the slightest wrongdoing. 
to get together 
helpful students 
For some members of the com- 
munity, having someone they can 
respect or someone they can look 
to in hard times is a rare thing. 
Getting more specific, I would 
like to draw your attention to 
some younger members of the 
community. 
I am talking about children 
generally between the ages of 10 
and 16. They often need a stabiliz- 
ing factor in their life through 
friendship and guidance. They 
may be a discipline problem at 
school and-or at home, education- 
ally handicapped or a foster child, 
or more simply a person at odds 
with himself. 
The child may be on probation 
or a pregnant, unwed teenage 
girl. Many of the children come 
from low-income families. Many 
  
Charges refuted 
A letter from Tom Belton 
describes a ‘‘very serious error”’ 
in a recent story about the 
opening of Your Economic 
Survival (YES) Committee head- 
quarters. 
Belton states I ‘‘subtly’’ 
slandered Jack Young of Young 
Ideas, overplayed the com- 
mittee’s publicity stunt and 
became ‘‘emotionally involved on 
the front page of the paper.” 
He believes I wrongfully 
ignored Wesley Chesbro’s haircut 
and should spend more time 
exposing ‘‘the ludicrous tricks of 
both sides.” 
Although Belton is correct 
about an error in the story he is 
obviously more concerned about 
it than Young and the YES Com- 
mittee. 
During my four hours of in- | 
terviews with Young and other 
committee members, I construed 
statements Young made 
regarding his partnership with a 
Mr. Jim Turk (formerly an 
owner of Shipwreck) to mean 
Young was an owner or at least a 
co-owner. 
After I was notified about the 
error by an alert student I con- 
tacted Young about the matter. 
(Continued on page 6) 
   
of these children have only one 
parent in the home. 
There is a program that was set 
up four years ago to meet the 
needs of these children. The prog- 
ram is called the Together Prog- 
ram and it is a voluntary 
academic program operating out 
of the Y.E.S. (Youth Educational 
Services) office at HSU. 
It is under the academic course 
title of Volunteer Experience 
Sociology 58B, or Advanced 
Volunteer Experience Sociology 
158B (School of Behavioral and 
Social Sciences), and is designed 
as a Big Brother or Big Sister 
Program. The volunteer shares 
his or her time, interests and 
abilities with a child in need of a 
friend. 
He or she may be married or 
single. Many of the students in the 
program who are married are 
very successful in making the 
child feel as though he plays an 
important part in a family situa- 
tion other than his own. 
The program is open to all HSU 
students and there are no pre- 
requisites. 
Academically, the  student- 
volunteer is required to: 1) Spend 
a minimum of four hours per week 
with the child. (This is flexible. 
Sometimes the student spends a 
whole day with the child, and the 
next week he may only be able to 
call him a couple of times.) Most 
important, though, make regular 
contacts with the child. 2) Attend 
the class. 
The ee mae 
‘oal is to or 
sletain a feeling of self-worth. 
Each child’s problems, desires 
and personality is different. In 
many cases the child feels littlet 
or no identity or individualism. 
If the goal of finding his own 
identity is reached, it is a ma 
sper in the child’s 
 
Editor's note: 
The Lumberjack welcomes 
letters under 250 words, free from 
libel and within reasonable limits 
of taste. Please include name and 
major if a student. Names will be 
withheld upon request.
  





Bobby Lake is HSU Ethnic Af- 
fairs Administrator. 
by Robert G. Lake 
“I wonder if the ground has anything to ay I wonder if the 
ground is listeni to what is said? I wonder if the ground would 
come alive and aa is on it?...The Great Spirit, in placing men 
on the earth, desired them to take good care of the ground and 
to do each other no harm...” 
The past few years have 
brought a new awareness to the 
majority of people in this coun- 
try concerning the situation of 
American Indians. The so-called 
‘‘Indian problem’’ has been 
raised from the history books by 
incidents ranging from Alcatraz 
Island to Wounded Knee. 
As a consequence, the federal 
government, in order to save 
national embarrassment, has 
embarked upon a whole new 
series of programs to solve this 
thing which “‘experts” view as a 
racial problem. Each new prog- 
ram has the answer and money 
is the solution. 
‘«After all, it worked for the 
other minority groups, why not 
buy off the Indians?” 
To these experts- 
-anthropologists, sociologists, 
educators and politicians--the 
problem is simple: the ethnic 
people just want a piece of the 
cake like everyone else. So they 
dish out millions of dollars and 
wait for the problem to dissolve 
itself in time. 
But for some reason, the prob- 
lem has not been alleviated. Why? 
I believe the real cause of the 
problem lies within the dilemma 
 
(Continued from page 5) 
He informed me I had been in- 
correct but said “If I had seen a 
great big blinding error I cer- 
tainly would have contacted 
you.” 
Young did not feel he had been 
slandered and did not believe the 
error warranted a phone call. 
Belton’s suggestion that I 
overplaved the highlight of the 
opening—Mayor Trood assisting 
a bikini-clad young woman into a 
plastic wading pool—contradicts 
my view of good reporting. 
I tried to capture the scene of 
the opening—in this case by 
describing the wading pool stunt. 
Belton should note that in the 
next week’s issue of The Lumber- 
jack we used a picture from the 
Concerned Citizens’ Committee 
opening of mud being poured into 
a wading pool. Further, I was not 
aware that the length of Wesley 
Chesbro’s hair was of any par- 
ticular notoriety. Chesbro did not 
attend the YES headquarters 
opening and is not an officer of 
the Concerned Citizens’ Commit- 
tee opposing the project. 
Finally, I am surprised at 
Belton’s statement the article 
was emotional. 
When I received a phone call 
from YES Committee member 
Ray Mast two days after the 
paper was published he termed 
the article ‘‘accurate, thorough 
and fair.’’ Other memebers of the 
Young Chief of the Cayuses 
1885 
of natural resources. The Indian’s 
un has always been unique, 
t experts still persist in the idea 
that if they place all minorit 
groups in the classification o 
“ethnic”, then one problem solv- 
ing model will serve the needs of 
all groups. But the Indian and the 
White man still remain antipodal. 
Why? 
The origin of the problem traces 
back to the difference of ethics 
concerning the land. 
In-the beginning, the Indians 
lived in harmony with Nature in 
every part of this continent. Upon 
arrival of the Europeans, there 
intervened an ethic of private 
land ownership and a philosophy 
of ‘‘civilization.”’ 
Now there are only small reser- 
vations hanging onto the last roots 
of survival. 
As for the White man, he now 
dominates approximately three- 
fifths of the total land with farm- 
ing, lumbering, industry, trans- 
portation, cities and private land 
use. The remaining one-fifth of 
total acreage 1s a public land 
reserve. 
This invaluable storehouse of 
natural resources contains 
enormous mineral wealth, vast 
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Letters 
committee were also satisfied 
with my efforts. 
If Belton is truly concerned 
about exposing ‘‘ludicrous 
tricks’”’ and putting a stop to 
“emotional” coverage of the dam 
issue I would suggest he put his 
writing talents to work by joining 
The Lumberjack staff. 
Arnie Braafladt 
Lumberjack reporter 
Plan your future 
Humboldt Tomorrow is back 
again on campus, organized and 
ready for the many varied 
programs it will undertake this 
academic year. The Emerald 
Creek Committee will continue to 
work on the preservation of 
redwoods and the inclusion of at 
least one complete watershed 
within the Redwood National 
Park. Future programs on the 
Redwood Creek situation will 
feature speakers from the Red- 
wood National Park staff and 
possibly the redwood lumber 
industry. 
On Oct. 8 a second meeting of 
Humboldt Tomorrow was held. 
The program was the Arcata 
Bike Master Plan and the 
problems of bike traffic on 
campus. Unless there is more 
interest from the students for this 
activity no further meetings on 
this topic will be planned. If you 
are a bike enthusiast and wish to 
see more attention to be paid to 
bike facilities in the campus 
Up Front 
  
grazing areas, rich stands of 
timber and an abundance of fish 
and wildlife. 
But now, with the growth of 
population and the acceleration of 
technology, the United States if 
faced with an energy crisis. 
Where shall it go for further 
exploitation, the one-fifth acreage 
oo land or the remaining 
Indian reservations? 
As an Indian, the answer is 
quite obvious to me, for I under- 
stand the cause of the White 
man’s problem which may some 
day prove to be the destruction of 
us all. This understanding comes 
from realizing the differences 
between the Indian and the White 
man in terms of the land ethic. 
‘“‘Howcan the spirit of the Earth 
like the White man? Everywhere 
the White man has touched it, it 
is sore.’ 
For example, in Tat Monoli, 
Arizona, a dam is being built by 
the Army Corps of Engineers on 
the Papago Reservation, sup- 
posedly for the exclusive use of 
the Papagos. However, the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs will have 
full control of the dam and alloca- 
tion of its water; the water and 
energy hungry cities of Phoenix 
and Tuscon are nearby. 
Anybody who has read the book 
‘‘Bury My Heart at Wounded 
Knee”’ can anticipate the future 
situation of the Papagos and their 
environment. 
Word has it that the Forest Ser- 
vice has sold timber cutting rights 
in the claim area of the Pit River 
Indians to a private firm for 
$896,700. 
After successfully appropriat- 
ing Seneca land and water for 
Kinuza Dam, the state of New 
York is attempting to condemn 
Seneca land for the widening of 
New York Highway 17. 
About 330 Yavapai Apaches and 
master plan Humboldt Tomor- 
row can initiate the formation of 
such a student and staff interest 
group. If you are interested 
please call Ernie Wasson at 822- 
3935 or come to the Humboldt To- 
morrow meetings. 
It was decided to hold regular 
meetings of Humboldt Tomorrow 
on Monday evenings starting at 
7:30 in the Natural Resources 
Building, room 201. 
On Oct. 15 at 7:30 p.m. Hum- 
boldt Tomorrow will present a 
special program on San Fran- 
cisco Bay in the multipurpose 
room of the University Center. 
An excellent movie, Warning by 
Harvey Richards, will be shown 
indicating what is happening and 
what can be done to fight 
pollution of San Francisco Bay. 
We have invited the members of 
the Humboldt Bay Harbor Com- 
mission, the Board of Super- 
visors, the Coastal Zone Con- 
servation Commission and the 
city councils of Eureka and Ar- 
cata to see this movie. Humboldt 
Tomorrow hopes to stimulate 
interest in the conservation and 
pollution problems of Humboldt 
Bay. If there is sufficient interest 
a committee may be organized. 
All meetings of Humboldt To- 
morrow are open to the public. 
All those interested please come 
and become involved with what is 
happening in our local en- 
vironment. 
Rudolf W. Becking 
Professor, Natural Resources 
Adviser, Humboldt Tomorrow 
McDowell Reservation in Arizona 
if the proposed Orme Reservoir 
is a ved. 
Northern Cheyenne Reser- 
vation, first established in 1884, is 
located about 100 miles east of Bil- 
lings, Mont. Of the 415,000 acres 
of reservation land, a little over 
half is now being exploited by var- 
ious coal companies interested in 
strip mining. 
Havasupai are asking for 
the return of only a portion of 
Grand Canyon, confiscated from 
them by the U.S. Government. 
The Park Service and Forest Ser- 
vice want the land in parks, ‘‘so 
that tourism may be promoted, 
and the land protected.”’ (sic) 
On the local scale, an area in 
Six Rivers National Forest known 
tobe sacred to the Yurok, Tolowa, 
Karuk, and Hupa Indian peoples 
for time immemorial is now being 
considered for development by 
the U.S. Forest Service. 
The local Indian people have 
been struggling against all odds 
to place Doctor Rock, Peak Eight, 
Chimney Rock and Sawtooth 
Mountain on the National Regis- 
ter of Historic Places. This 
measure would provide recog- 
nized federal protection to the 
sites. 
The Forest Service must 
explain why the sites are worthy 
of cultural preservation, but the 
service is unconvinced that 
Indian people are interested in the 
sacred site locations of their 
ancestors. 
Big timber companies have 
financial interests in the location 
and this could easily influence the 
decision to initiate land develop- 
ment without the explicit consent 
of Indian people. 
Already, the Forest Service has 
paved a road through the sacred 
area and plans to pay for the road 
with lumber cut from the sacred 
medicine grounds. 
As another local case in point, 
if Butler Valley Dam is built, 
Indian burial grounds will be 
flooded. 
These are but a few examples 
of the point I am trying to get 
across. The so-called ‘‘Indian 
problem”’ in this country is really 
a land problem. The White man 
looks at the land in economic ter- 
ms; we love the land in spiritual 
terms. 
We look = the governmental 
policies with suspicion, and fear 
for the land of this country. That 
  
- The cultural dilemma of natural resources 
is the only real “Indian problem’’ 
of today. The Indian problem 
should be the concern of every 
citizen, for it is everybody's prob- 
lem. 
Those of you who cherish the 
remaining one-fifth acreage of 
public land will eventually begin 
to feel the concern of Indians. 
Wake up before it is too late, and 
your ethics become your epitaph. 
For in time, it will become well 
understood that the only decent 
future for us who now live in 
America is through a rediscovery 
of our environment and the 
American Indian ethic. 
We need to establish a new rela- 
tionship with the land and its 
Natural Resources; otherwise, 
the destruction of the Indian will 
be followed by the destruction of 
Nature; and in the destruction of 
Nature will follow the destruction 
of us all. 
On behalf of the American 
Indians and Mother Earth, I 
appeal to you to work at resolving 
this cultural dilemma. You White 
people have made yourselves 
Trustee of the Indian and of 
natural resources. You are the 
ones who have also created the 
energy crisis in this country. Soon 
the time will come when the 
Indian is drained of Spirit and the 
Land drained of energy; where 
then in Nature will you go? Yes, 
I wonder if the Ground has any- 
thing to say? 
ACLU to meet 
An informational and organiza- 
tional meeting of the local chapter 
of the American Civil Liberties 
Union (ACLU) is scheduled for 
next Monday at 8 p.m. in the 
Arcata City Council Chambers. 
Jay Miller, executive director 
of ACLU’s Northern California 
chapter (based in San Francisco) 
will answer questions and explain 
the purpose of ACLU, according 
toClaire Courtney, chairperson of 
the ad hoc committee forming the 
new chapter. 
Courtney explained the purpose 
of the meeting is to give persons 
an opportunity to ask questions 
about ACLU and about the need 
for a local chapter. 
However, she emphasized, “It 
will not be a time for grievances, 
for persons with cases which no 
one else will take on to air their 
complaints.” 
Voters’ attitudes change, 
registration shows trends 
The number of students 
registering to vote Republican 
has taken a sharp decline at HSU. 
Daniel A. Cotter, commissioner 
of student voter registration and 
education, released his final 
registration tally last Friday 
showing 1,277, 57.76 per cent of 
students registered with the 
Democratic Party, 197, 8.91 per 
cent Republican, 211, 9.54 per 
cent with other parties and 526, 
23.79 per cent declined to state 
affiliation. 
During two previous years at 
HSU when approximately 6,000 
students were registered, 61 per 
cent registered Democratic, 20 
per cent Republican and 19 per 
cent registered with minor 
parties or declined to state af- 
filiation. 
Registration drops 
Cotter believes Republican 
Party registration dropped 
“because of what’s happening 
with Nixon and Agnew.” 
Dr. Bruce Haston, political 
science department chairman, 
said, ‘“‘Watergate has taken its 
toll. It probably played a pretty 
substantial role in the decline.”’ 
He said the increase in the 
number of students not stating a 
party preference is ‘‘a con- 
tinuation of a trend we have 
witnessed for the last five or six 
years. It’s not that surprising.” 
Cotter attributed the decline in 
party registrations to ‘‘a loss of 
faith in the system.” 
He said the total of 2,211 
students registered was about 
1,000 below what he wanted. 
Dam references 
A list of all available reference 
material pertaining to the prop- 
osed Butler Valley Dam is now 
available at the HSU library loan 
desk. The material listed is in the 
library’s reserve section. The list 
was compiled as a public service 
by the Natural Resource Honor 
Society with assistance from Dr.* 
Rudolf Becking, professor of 
a resources, and the library 
staff. 
  














































































, by Gene Bawdon 
Skills Exchange, a program to help stu- 
dents exchange services, will be register- 
ing persons through Oct. 26, Gary E. 
Fredericksen, student employment 
adviser, said last Thursday. 
Registration may extend beyond that 
date if the demand is great enough, he 
said. Interested persons may register at 
Nelson Hall 130. 
A directory will then be published with 
the names, addresses, phone numbers, 
and skills of the registrants. 
‘We list as many as want to be listed,” 
Fredericksen said. ‘When we get all we 
think we're going to get, we'll publish the 
booklet.” 
A person may register in three of 18 
categories, from general labor to 
specialized skills. Categories include auto 
and appliance repair, carpentry, cooking, 
sewing, tutoring, electronics and hair 
cutting. 
This is the program’s fourth year. Last 
year about 50 persons were listed in the 
booklet, and Fredericksen expects more 
this year. 
By Thursday, 25 had registered, includ- 
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Booklet readies to help students exchange skills 
ing repair persons, tutors, gardeners, 
carpenters, cooks, typists and seamsper- 
sons. Among the more specialized were 
a silversmith, a photographer, a boat 
pilot and a chemical technician. 
Trade services 
Although the program was designed for 
trading services, such as cooking for car 
repair, Fredericksen said more persons 
negotiate a small payment for the ser- 
vice. 
After the scheduled mid-November 
blication, directories will be available 
stands throughout the campus. 
Between 150 and 200 booklets will be 
printed this year. If these run out, more 
will be printed. Last year 100 were 
printed, and they were gone in a short 
time, Fredericksen said. 
Fredericksen said response to a ques- 
tionnaire distributed at the end of last 
year to those listed in the booklet was 
more positive than he had expected. The 
only complaint he could remember was 
a person not being contacted. 
“This is not a big program,” he said. 
  
Financial aid officer says , 
program guides not clear | 
by Jeanne Sapunor 
Because of new federal regula- 
tions concerning financial aid 
programs, the HSU financial aid 
office will be closed from 8-9 a.m. 
and 4-5 p.m. daily. 
The policy, which began last 
week, stems from ‘‘increased pre- 
ssures and frustrations connected 
with the financial aid office’ 
because of the chaotic national 
and state financial aid scene. 
Director of Financial Aid Jack 
Altman said in an interview last 
week that new federal regulations 
were the ‘‘heart of the problems.”’ 
Altman said Congress changed 
federal financial aid programs in 
the summer of 1972 but haven't 
issued guidelines. 
rams unclear 
In a March 19 letter to the editor 
of The Chronicle of Higher Educa- 
tion Altman stated, ‘‘The various 
federal financial aid programs 
are administratively unclear on 
many points as well as often in 
conflict with each other. Federal 
officials will not clearly answer 
direct questions of regulation 
interpretation which must be 
asked in order to administer the 
programs.” 
Altman said the situation is still 
the same and he does not expect 
it to change until guidelines are 
finally issued in January. 
He also said financial aid 
officers ‘‘must choose between 
guessing what the rules of the 
game will be or hold off awarding 
aid to students until almost the 
start of the school year.”’ 
HSU students on financial aid 
this fall received money although 
funds for the federal programs 
had not been allocated when 
applications were processed. 
Altman said the HSU financial 
aid office is using a ‘‘contrac- 
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student. He said the university 
provides the necessary aid if the 
student provides the necessary 
information. 
Follow progress 
He said he was told by auditors 
from the California State Univer- 
sity and Colleges system that the 
financial aid office should know 
if a student drops below 12 units 
and that it should keep track of 
the academic achievement of 
each student receiving aid. 
Altman said this was not realis- 
tic since his office must handle 
about 4,000 applicants a year, 
about half of whom receive aid. 
Altman also said the chancel- 
lor’s office added requirements 
for the financial aid program but 
has not provided the extra staff 
needed to carry them out. 
He has added staff, stretching 
his budget to the limit. Most of the 
added staff is involved in clerical 
work. 
Because of the size of the office, 
clerical work is performed in the 
same room students enter. 
Altman said persons will ask 
questions of any staff member 
who is in the room. If a staff 
member takes time out to help the 
student, work will begin to pile up. 
That is one reason for office 
closure. 
Law school recruits 
Recruiters from Hastings Col- 
lege of the Law will be at HSU 
Oct. 25 to interview Third World 
seniors. 
Asian-American, Black, Chi- 
cano(a) and Native American 
seniors can discuss a prospective 
law education from 11 a.m. to 3 
p.m. in the Career Development 
Center, Nelson Hall West Wing. 
   Neo-Life Products We dare you to try the best, 
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He said the university administ- 
ration has sympathized with him 
about the lack of space. He read 
from a letter to the chancellor’s 
office written by Dr. Oden W. 
Hansen, dean of campus develop- 
ment and utilization. 
“Presently the staff is tripping 
over one another in House 91, 
making it impossible to help stu- 
dents,”’ Hanson wrote. 
When Altman came to HSU in 
1967, four people worked in the 
financial aids office. ‘‘My main 
goal for years was to run a sim- 
pler operation, but it’s just getting 
more complex.” 
In an effort to ‘‘fairly, 
efficiently and humanly aid stu- 
dents in financing their educa- 
tion,” Jack Altman and his staff 
have been working an average 60- 
hour week. 
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HUGE OLDIES 45 CATALOGUE 
Jazz — Rock — Country West. — Easy Listening 
   
Send cash, check, money order 
to Hollywood Discount Records 
5520 Hollywood Boulevard 
Hollywood, California 90028  
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The conventional rectangle is all but eliminated in the Barratt dome. 
  
Plexiglass skylights set into the roof above Ray Bar- 
ratt’s head supply an abundance of natural light to the 
kitchen area. 
by Rodney Ernst 
“I’ve been following his work ever since 
he first came up with the dome idea back 
in the early 50’s,"’ said Dr. Arthur L. 
Stegeman, chairman of the HSU Indus- 
trial Arts Department. 
Stegeman said he has a great respect 
for the work of R. Buckminster Fuller, 
originator of the geodesic dome. 
‘‘He seems to have an answer for nearly 
every problem. I’m a little embarrassed 
that our government hasn’t made more 
use of the man.” 
Stegeman is not alone. Dr. Raymond 
W. Barratt, dean of the School of Science, 
and Thomas A. Burns, HSU graduate and 
library employee, have built domes loc- 
ally. Stegeman, however, has studied 
domes for a long time. 
Saw first dome 
Stegeman saw his first dome while 
working on his doctorate at the University 
of Missouri. Since then he has built paper 
and wooden models of domes at home, 
assisted students in assembling them for 
classes and traveled to different states 
to view domes firsthand. 
Over the years Stegeman has 
accumulated an extensive file on domes, 
consisting of photographs, articles, books 
and even tape recordings of Fuller's lec- 
tures. 
One aspect of dome construction that 
Stegeman says has continuously fasci- 
nated him is the seemingly infinite 
number of modifications which can be 
made upon the basic dome, altering its 
shape, size and structure. 
He has experimented with these modifi- 
cations, ‘flying mostly by the seat of my 
pants,” and hopes to begin work on his 
own home in McKinleyville. He plans to 
build two inter-connected domes. One 
dome is to be hemispherical, while the 
other is to be flat with a reverse curve 
around its perimeter. 
Designed domes 
Stegeman says he designed these 
domes. The flattish one is of particular 
interest he added, saying that to his know- 
ledge, it incorporates design features 
never used. 
He stores two scale models of these 
domes in the industrial arts woodshop 
laboratory. Commenting on the unusual 
structure of a segment of one of the mod- 
els he said, *‘working with them is almost 
like putting together tinker toys.” 
Barratt has conferred with Stegeman 
about dome design. For the past year Bar- 
ratt has lived in adome complex on Fickle 
Hill Road, in Arcata. The Barratt home 
consists of two hemispherical domes, 
each 26 feet in diameter, joined by a long 
hallway which contains storage and 
bathroom facilities. 
Repeating triangles 
Long 2 by 4's, arranged into repeating 
triangles, set within larger hexagons and 
pentagons, converging upon central hubs, 
form the skeletons of the domes. 
Over this framework are placed 
plywood triangles, which are finally 
coated with a fiberglass resin. This forms 
the ‘‘skin,"’ Barratt said. 
The interiors of the domes break with 
convention by placement of floors on dif- 
ferent levels. ‘‘We attempted to define 
space using two levels within the dome, 
the kitchen being 18 inches higher that 
the living area,”’ Barratt said. 
One dome houses the bedroom, while 
the other contains the kitchen-living room 
area. 
At home i 
   
Burns admires his dome’s skel 
hubs, two by fours radiate outwar 
triangles. 
Barratt's choice of a dome home dates 
to the summer of 1970 while teaching at 
the Vermont Environmental Center. 
There he saw his first dome. 
He said his decision was based on 
aesthetic grounds. ‘‘I wanted to build 
something that presented a minimum 
insult to the environment.’’ he said. Bar- 
ratt said his training as a biologist and 
a geneticist weighed heavily in this 
choice. 
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ne in a dome 
  
Panels of polyurethane foam will be set into each 
triangle for insulation. A large modernistic stove 
provides heating, it's pipe exiting through the roof. 
    
    
25 his dome’s skeleton. Connected by 
ours radiate outwards, forming a web of 
‘‘As a scientist I try to judge things on 
examples of dome-like construction. 
Many virus particles, bond in the same 
repeating series of triangles, he said. 
Although Barratt’s furnishings have 
increased his investment, he said that a 
basic dome can be constructed for $6 per 
square foot, as — to about $15-20 
for a conventional structure. 
Another dome 
Just down the hill from Barratt’s home, 
Burns is assembling a similar, 32-foot 
dome kit. Burns originally intended to 
pene a conventional prefabricated 
jome to reduce costs. Impressed by his 
neighbor's domes and excited by low 
potential cost, he purchased a kit in 
Arizona and hauled it to Arcata. 
An electronics hobbyist and high fidel- 
  
a second, 40-foot dome in a year or two. 
Construction hampered 
Both Burns and Barratt said construc- 
tion has proceeded smoothly, but their 
work has been slower than they had 
hoped, because of problems with the 
county building inspection department. 
According to the department, domes are 
‘unusual structures’ and considerable 
time is spent determining whether each 
aspect of the dome's construction com- 
plys with building codes. 
Burns and Barratt said they were con- 
fused by a lack of co-ordination within the 
department concerning requirements. 
Inspector s ympathizes 
Eric Johnson, chief of the Humboldt 
County Building Inspection Department 
A glass enclosed 
hallway connects the 
Barratt domes. 
‘‘Four commercial domes have now 
been approved in the state of California,”’ 
Johnson said. Anyone wishing to erect one 
of these pre-engineered models in the pre- 
scribed manner will not be hampered by 
the Building Inspection Department, he 
said. 
Delays occur 
Delays occur he said, when builders 
design their own domes. They discover, 
sometimes, that supplying the required 
engineering data is often difficult. 
Johnson added that only a handful of 
men in this area are qualified to judge 
what changes will result in stress rela- 
tionships. 
Concerning a lack of coordination 
within his department, he said, ‘You 
know, things look a lot different out at at their merits rather than on tradition.” _ity enthusiast, Burns expressed a dis- said many dome builders undoubtedly ; : : fi 
. Because of its inherent economy and _ satisfaction with the traditional box-like | feel frustrated and perhaps even the site than they did back in the office 
strength, said Barratt, “the dome seems _ house. “hassled” by the department. on the drawing boards. ; 
n to be a logical solution to many of our ‘I wanted to break away from the stan- He said, ‘‘I can sympathize with them.” He suggested that once an inspector 
id building-related problems,” particularly | dard bourgeois type of home. I wanted He added however, that state law _ gets achance to see construction in prog- 
mn increasing demand for materials. something out of the ordinary.” requires all domes plus conventionall ress, his views might change. _ 
r- Low cost Emphasizing the low cost of hisdome, _ built structures be “engineered,” wit _He said it was the department’s respon- 
d The dome has a low materials - to- _he estimated his total investment will be | data supplied showing the structures can _Sibility to protect the county against suits 
strength ratio, he said. ‘Its simplicity is 
its beauty.’’ He added that nature shows 
about $5,000 including wiring, plumbing 
and foundation. He said he plans to add 
withstand reasonable stresses and 
strains. 
from persons involved in mishaps relat- 
ing to the faulty construction of buildings.  
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Cash available 
Director of Financial Aid Jack 
Altman is encour: any first- 
time freshman attending HSU 
full-time to apply for a basic grant 
from the federal government. 
Altman received a letter last 
week from Dept. of Health, Edu- 
cation and Welfare Commissioner 
for Higher Education Peter P. 
Muirhead. Muirhead said the gov- 
ernment considers any student 
attending college whose family 
income is below the national aver- 
Grants are in addition to aid 
received by the student from 
other sources and this year range 
from $50 to $450.dollars. 
More information is available 
at the Financial Aid Office, House 
91, Altman said. 
SLC slot vacant 
There is a vacancy on the Stu- 
dent Legislative Council due to 
the resignation of Arvis Curry. 
Anyone interested in filling the 
ition should contact ASB Pres- 
ident Becky Aus in Nelson Hall- 
114,s: said. 
Ski Club plans 
The HSU Ski Club held its first 
meeting of the year last Wednes- 
day night and Bill T. Lamme, past 
president, spoke to an estimated 
150 skiers about ski weekends 
scheduled for this season. 
Fund raising activities such as 
a ski swap scheduled for Nov. 29, 
a possible raffle and annual $4 
dues were discussed. Persons 
interested in ski rentals were 
advised to contact the Skihaus in 
Eureka or Horse Mountain Ren- 
tals. 
The Ski Club has trips planned 
to Mt. Shasta, Ashland and Lake 
Tahoe, with the dates dependent 
upon snow conditions. 
Persons interested in skiing are 
welcome to attend the HSU Ski 
Club meetings every Wednesday 
night in Room 133 of the science 
building, a club spokesman said. 
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| SLC upholds presidential veto, hears new general manager 
- The Student ive Council (SLC) failed to override a 
veto last Thursday night. 
The veto by ASB President Becky Aus had overturned council 
action the week before which would have extended the ‘“‘red card 
privilege.” i 
The privilege allows council members to attend ASB-sponsored 
activities without charge. The council had voted to allow a guest of 
the card holder to also be admitted free. 
Aus said the card was not issued as a bonus for contributions to 
student government, but rather as a means for council members to 
keep informed about campus activities. 
Stretching privilege 
She said the council’s decision was stretching the privilege 
beyond its original intentions. 
The motion to verride Aus’s veto failed to receive the necessary 
two-thirds vote. 
Discussing the Taj Majal concert of September 29, the council 
questioned Milton Phegley, University Program Board chairman, 
about an insufficient supply of student tickets. 
Phegley said that because of contract problems, general tickets 
could not be sold for student rates. He said the concert was the first 
time student tickets had run short. 
Phegley also said $800 profit was made from the concert. 
The new ASB general manager, Richard Schiffers, explained 
some of his philosophies to SLC. 
“My job is to help you make your programs efficient as 
possible,’’ he said. 






machine in Nelson Hall will be changed to one that will not reduce. 
The new machine will be coin-operated temporarily. Schiffers 
said “over a long period of time’’ the new machine ‘‘could save you 
$1,800.” 
In other action, SLC: 
—Approved formation of the Humboldt Jazz Society. The 
organization is open to anyone interested in jazz. 
—Delayed approval of the Humboldt Rugby Club. Objections 
were raised about insurance and liability. 
Pornography issue concerns local shop 
After the closing of Bachelor 
Books in Eureka, Goldie’s adult 
Bookstore remains open with a 
motion for suppression. 
According to George Fedor, 
manager of Goldie’s, 1126 Fifth St. 
in Eureka, there is no reason for 
the business to be closed in the 
near future. 
“The whole thing about pornog- 
raphy has been blown up in the 
press so that it looks like a politi- 
cal pressure thing and it isn’t,” 
Fedor said. 
District attorney William S. 
Ferroggiaro said the motion for 
suppression of Goldie’s has been 
delayed until Dec. 3. 
“The June 1973 U.S. Supreme 
Court rulings have complicated 
things in California,” Ferrog- 
giaro said. The rulings leave each 
state to determine its own obscen- 
ity standards. 
Ferroggiaro said the obscenity 
case is now being heard in the 
California Supreme Court and 
further action will be taken loc- 
ally when California standards 
have been set. 
Fedor said he had received no 
complaints or pressure to close 
Goldie’s and had no reason to 
believe he would ever be forced 
to terminate business. 
     
  
        
      
    
* Recreation 
even look at it from the road? 
Butler Valley Blue Lake is for you. You can have complete public access 
to a lake with a 30 mile shoreline, on what is now privately owned and 
completely inaccessable land. Within 30 minutes from Eureka you'll 
have your own playground for swimming, boating, fishing, hiking, camp- 
ing, riding, picnicking, all the great recreational benefits a lake will af- 
ford. You'll use it then! How many have ever even been in the area to 
* Employment 
It’s a fact that there will be 400 to 500 local jobs available during con- 
struction. Upon completion there will be many many full time, lake 
related jobs open including retail opportunities and summer jobs for 
students. The water will enable the area to secure additional industrial 
payroll which the area must have to survive. "No growth” means ex- 
tinction. Realistic thinkers want moderate growth so there will be jobs, 
so our colleges can continue as they are tax supported! 
* Water 
Everyone is aware of the present day “energy” crisis, from gasoline to 
natural gas, to oil, to electricity to water. We can avoid a water crises 
in this area by assuring our future water right now! We'll need more 
personal use water by 1980 with no growth, without additional water 
there is no chance for added industry to bolster our economy and make 
new payrolls. If you want water .. 
YOU'LL VOTE YES ON BUTLER VALLE 
if you are not from this area or don't plan on stayi 
here you could really care less about our future. How. 
ever, if you plan on maki 
si. home, please consider the fut befo Saar hues denaaie an ic. ure re you vote. 
VOTE YES 
BUTLER VALLEY 
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Donald F. Strahan, HSU vice 
president for administrative 





image at HSU 
by Wesley Chesbro 
Representative-at-Large 
Last year, for the first time in the history of ‘‘good 
old Humboldt State’, a woman became actively 
interested in playing music with the Marching Lumber- 
jacks. The band members compiained loud and long 
that a woman would not fii their image—and they were 
right. The image ot a lumberjack is an exclusive image; 
exclusive of women and most other segments of the 
University Community. 
For this reason, and many others, I am proposing 
to the students of HSU that we consider changing this 
— by choosing a new mascot to replace the lumber- 
jack. 
The image of the lumberjack mascot is not only exclu- 
sive of women, but also excludes the rest of us on cam- 
pus who are not in the Forestry Department. As a 
natural resources major with an interest in conserva- 
tion, planning and wise use of our resources, I feel 
excluded. Forestry management is an important part 
of the curriculum at HSU. However, the image of a 
lumberjack felling a mighty redwood is an anachron- 
ism, left over from a day when learning to fell a tree 
was one of the major attributes of Humboldt studies. 
The image was also once representative of the Hum- 
boldt Community, but even this has changed. The 
Northcoast no longer consists of only lumber mills. The 
economy has diversified, with university and college 
employment, recreation and tourism, commercial 
fisheries, agriculture, and many cottage and craft 
industries, contributing to the local economic and cul- 
tural well-being. 
The obvious argument against such a proposal is that 
it is an assault on ‘‘tradition’’. However, this argument 
is based on trying to maintain as static image of our 
alma-mater, during a period of tremendous change. 
For example, we are now a university and not simply 
a college. These are more than empty words, for enroll- 
ment has nearly doubled since I arrived here in 1969. 
Since the founding of Humboldt, the focus has 
changed from almost exclusively a forestry school, to 
now include the liberal arts, humanities and the sci- 
ences. 
From a school where men once out-numbered women 
nearly 5-1, and the on-going joke was, ‘‘Humboldt State, 
where the men are men, and so are the women,” we 
now have approximately a 50-50 sexual ratio. 
We will not be the first university to make such a 
bold move. One of the most traditional schools in 
America, Stanford University, recently changed from 
the ‘‘Indians’’ to the ‘‘Cardinals” for, hopefully, obvious 
reasons. 
The time has come for HSU to face up to its changed 
image. The first step in such a move will be to have 
the Student Legislative Council endorse the general 
idea. A special committee will then be formed to gather 
ideas for an alternative mascot. Hearings will be held 
and-or a name-finding contest will be staged. 
The next step will be to place the change on the ballot 
for the entire student body to decide. If the SLC fails 
to do so through a referendum, it will be necessary 
to use the initiative to place the issue on the ballot. 
I urge all students to contact SLC representatives, 
and ASB officers to express their opinions on this issue. 
I am seeking input for a new mascot as well, and would 
like to hear any and all suggestions. I have a box in 
Nelson Hall, next to the General Manager’s office, 
where ideas may be placed. 
The Osprey, Sandpiper or Steelhead are examples 
of possible mascots. If we are to find a mascot which 
truly represents us all, however, we must receive input 
from you. If you have any creative suggestions, please 
make them known... 
Energy policy studied 
manager, received a memo last 
July from the vice-chancellor of 
business affairs instructing him 
Art show 
Combined media is a major 
theme of this year’s annual 
faculty art show now in the main 
gallery of the campus art com- 
lex. 
The exhibition, involving 20 
HSU professors and their work, 
will be open from 10 a.m. to5 p.m. 
through Friday. Painting, photo- 
graphy, sculpture, prints and 
metalwork are being shown. 
William Anderson’s ‘“‘Beyond 
the 98th Meridan Series’’ was 
created using silkscreen and air- 
brush on plexiglass. The print 
continues a motif he uses fre- 
quently, that of Indians on hor- 
seback. 
A large oil painting by Larry L. 
Gray of water, rocks and sky 
dominates the far wall of the gal- 
lery. 
Combines media 
Bill H. Thonson, who teaches 
photography, has two exhibits he 
calls combinations of sculpture 
and photography. They are his 
statement on “‘the packaging of 
our environment, making our 
world a saleable item in a neat 
package.” 
Thonson is interested in ‘‘the 
elusiveness of the image where 
the viewer becomes part of the 
image by reflection,” he said. 
He explained his ‘‘Untitled’’ 
photo glass exhibit as ‘‘a large 
concave magnifying mirror so 
when you’re looking at one plane, 
you’re looking at the image, and 
as your eye shifts slightly you see 
your face behind it (the image) 
enlarged and all the background 
is there upside down.” 
Breaks barriers 
Thonson, former art depart- 
ment chairman, said the barriers 
in art have broken down so it is 
now hard to tell what is sculpture 
or painting or photography. 
‘‘Whatever I photograph, 
everything becomes super real 
like my eyes are just now open,”’ 
Thonson said. 
Thonson tries to achieve a fee- 
ling of three dimension and super 
realism in a flat photograph and 
uses a fresnel lens inside his photo 
plexiglass box to break up the 
light entering. This is to give the 
black and white photo the full 
spectrum of color, he said. 
Exhibits sculptures 
Jeffrey B. Havill, gallery direc- 
tor, has two concrete sculptures 
on exhibit, ‘‘Hermaphroditus’’ 
and ‘“‘Death of Saint Bernard.”’ 
Havill said the exhibition ‘‘is the 
one time during the academic 
year when students and commun- 
ity alike have an opportunity to 
see work representative of the 
entire art department faculty.” 
Monday holiday 
Next Monday, October 22, is 
Veteran’s Day, a legal holiday. 
HSU will not hold classes. Classes 
will resume Tuesday. 
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|...in its 81st year in art 
and picture framing business. 
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about conserving energy on cam- 
pus is in the making. 
Strahan said that in a recent 
meeting with directors of plant 
operations, student affairs, stu- 
dent research and a representa- 
tive of student services he had 
asked them to think about ways 
to conserve energy. 
Frank E. Devery, HSU business 
to investigate possible ways to cut 
down on the power consumption. 
Devery released the following 
figures on HSU annual fuel costs: 
Natural gas $111,548, electricity 
$135,766 and oil and gasoline 
$11,152. 
Devery commented on the use 
of natural gas saying, ‘‘The 
weather man has alot tosay about 
that.” 
ere ; 30 Varieties Sten
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Fee paper MEN!--WOMEN! 
- JOBS ON SHIPS! 
Free paper in two sizes is No experience required Excellent 
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available outside The Lum- [Pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect 
berjack office in the basement of j career. Send $3 
THE UMB RJ 
Nelson = Bice paper is oa for oration se ~~ 
i E ACK 
ee Y, Paxll oF 6x9 1S PO eg eon 9662, 
24 issues only $2.50 
[James R. Barnes 0.0. G. Bradley Barnes 0.0. 
Address mail to Nelson Hall 6 or... 
Optome trists me to the Lumberjack office in the basement of Nelson Hall 
912 Tenth St, in Arcata or call 826-3259. 
California State University, Humboldt 
Humboldt State University Center Board of Directors 
(Legal Name of Organization) 
CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE AUXILIARY ORGANIZATI
ON 
Statement of Financial Condition 
June 30, 1973 
Expendable Auxiliary 
Student Loan 
General Restricted Designated 
Activities & Scholarship Endowment 
Plant Agency 
Assets Total F
und Fund * Fund 
Fund Fund Fund 





On hand and in commercial accounts $19 ,966 
$19,966 
Time certificates of deposit, 
‘ 
treasury bill and notes 
Savings accounts 136,796 
135.399 $1,397
 
Total Cash 156,762 
155,365 1,
397 
Marketable securities, at cost 
(market value $ ) 
Receivables: 
Grants and contracts 
Other accounts and notes receivable 55,791 
55,971 
Total 
Less allowance for doubtful accounts 
Total Receivables 55,791 
55.791 
Receivable from other funds 
Inventories 154,201 
154,201 





Total Current Assets 367.154 
365 .757 1,3
97 est 
Long-Term investments, at cost 
(market value $ ) 
Noncurrent receivables from other funds 
Fixed Assets: 
Land 
Buildings and improvements 121,718 
121,718 
Equipment, furniture and fixtures 110,38) 
110,381 
Other (specify) 
Total ws 232,099 
232 ,099 
Less accumulated depreciation C 
192 
Total Fixed Assets ee ahF : 
ee ear 
Intangible assets (specify) : 
Total Assets $560 061 
$558 664 $1.3 
Expendable Auxiliary Student Loan 
General Restricted Designated Activities & Scholar
ship Endowment Plant Agency 
Liabilities & Fund Balances Total Fund 
Fund Fund Fund Fund Fu




Notes and contracts payable $ 5,000 ' $ 5,000 
Accounts Payable 25,611 25,611 
Accrued liabilities : 11,149 11,149 
Payable to other funds f 
Other (specify) Prepaid Fees 15,940 . 15 940 
Total Current Liabilities 57,700 57,700 
Long Term liabilities: 
Noncurrent portion of notes 
and contracts payable 15 ,470 15 ,470 
Annuities 
~ Noncurrent payables to other funds 
Other (specify) ‘ 
Total Long Term Liabilities 15 470 
15 470 
Total Liabilities 73,170. | 73,1
70 
4 Fund balances 486 ,891 
485 4904 1.397 
. 
Total Liabilities & Fund Balances $560,061 
. $558,664 $1,397. 
Z   
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“One Stop Sew Shop” 
Mon-Sat 9-5:30 
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   queen = jae ee full ALL SIZES $20.00 ixid dry redwoud icin. ft. 
twi n wi th cou pon 6 &8'& 10" lengths. 
offer expires Nov. 1 
NEXT TO THE EUREKA THEATRE 
OPEN 7 Days a Week 

























SALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, HUMBOLDT 
ASSOCIATED STUDENT BODY 
(Legal Name of Organization) 
 
CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION 
Statement of Financial Condition 
   
  
June 30, 19.73 
Expendable Auxiliary Student Loan 
General Restricted Designated Activities & Scholarship Endowment Plant Agency 




On hand and in commercial accounts $12,724 ‘ $ 762 $11 ,962 
Time certificates of deposit, 
treasury bill and notes 
Savings accounts 58.427 56.667 : 1,760 
emcees Total Cash 71.151 957,429 $13,722 
Marketable securities, at cost 
(market value $ ) 
Receivables: 
Grants and contracts 
 
Other accounts and notes receivable 20,315 20,315 
- Total 9 20,315 220,315 
Less allowance for doubtful accounts 
Total Receivables 590.315 220,315 
Receivable from other funds 
Inventories 
Prepaid expenses and deferred charges 
ther (specify) 
  
    
  
    
  
  
Total Current Assets sO "466 277,744 313 3222 
op Long-Term investments, at cost 
(market value $ ) 
Noncurrent receivables from other funds 
Fixed Assets: 
Land 
Buildings and improvements 
Equipment, furniture and fixtures 33 4392 35 ,140 212 
Other (specify) : 
Total J adedge $35,140 $ 212 
Less accumulated depreciation 21 ,926 21 ,926 
Total Fixed Assets $13,426 $13,214 oie 
Intangible assets (specify) 
Total Assets Fe Oe iaeetetiniieaiainialineeiataieacieneeaeiceaiiiisall RMUII es aceiel neat i ae 
Expendable Auxiliary Student Loan 
General Restricted Designated Activities & Scholarship Endowment Plant Agency 




Notes and contracts payable 
Accounts Payable $10,863 $10,140 $ 723 
Accrued liabilities 1 ,407 1,407 
Payable to other funds 
Other (specity) Prepaid Fees 16,492 16 ,492 
Total Current Liabilities $28 762 $ 28 .039 i 
Long Term liabilities: 
Noncurrent portion of notes 
and contracts payable 
Annuities 
Noncurrent payables to other fund 
Other (specify) e 
Total Long Term Liabilities 
Total Liabilities 528 762 328,039 . 2s 
a balances 76 ,1 30 62 ,919 13,211 
Total Liabilities & Fund Balances $104,892 $90 958 $13,934       EIS EEE   
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Blood offered free to students, staff, families 
by Guy Smith 
Blood. HSU has it. 
A blood bank am at HSU offers all students, 
faculty, staff their immediate families free blood 
whenever they need it, Stan M. Mottaz, dean of 
activities, said last week. 
All that is necessary, Mottaz said, is to have the uni- 
versity person contact him, and the usual cost of $42 
per transfusion will not be charged. 
Blood credits come through the HSU Blood Bank, 
under the sponsorhsip of the Northern California Com- 
munity Blood Bank, Mottaz said. 
Blood volunteers 
The am is run on a voluntary basis and has 
blood drives on campus six months of the academic 
year, Mottaz said. 
“Most people aren’t aware of the program,” said Mot- 
taz. He said only four persons used the program last 
year. 
Former president Cornelius H. Siemens was unfamil- 
iar with it, Mottaz said. While Siemens was in the hospi- 
   
Women 
Tr Tree ee eee ee eee eee EP EEE eee 
ES 
    
tal, he had many of his friends donate blood to his per- 
sonal account, Mottaz said. Then Siemens found out 
about the blood bank, and his blood worries were 
relieved, he said. 
‘*You don’t have to donate to withdraw,” said Mottaz. 
Encourages friends 
_ But when someone withdraws blood Mottaz said, he 
is encouraged to have friends donate to the blood bank. 
You can donate anyplace, Mottaz said. Just have it 
go to the HSU account, he said. 
According to Mottaz, students under 18 years are not 
eligible to donate blood, but students under 21 no longer 
require parental consent to give. 
_ During campus blood drives, donations are handled 
in the ae er a said. “They turn a few 
rooms over to us,” he said, ‘‘they have to h 
available to us,”’ he added. iinet 
The first campus blood drive is tomorrow, according 
Opposition group 
to show movies 
  
& 
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT! e\ 
  





   
by Karen E. Rockwell 
“In our culture women are 
rewarded for being small (thin, 
skinny, svelte, petite). And with- 
out muscles. Weak.” Anne K. 
Rush, in her book, “Getting 
Clear: Body Work for Women.” 
Physical fitness is not 
emphasized for women in our 
society. It isn’t ‘‘feminine’’ to 
sweat and pant andbe strong. The 
only exercise many women do is 
to keep their figures trim to look 
good for men. 
Exercise is essential to good 
health. It is particularly impor- 
tant for women to have the 
strength to protect themselves in 
crisis situations and in their 
bialogical role of childbearing. 
Being strong and healthy also 
feels good. 
Physical exertion improves the 
function of the heart, a muscle. 
Exercise draws the blood ordinar- 
ily pooled in the organs into circu- 
lation, causing the heart to pump 
harder. 
With the heart pumping more 
efficiently, blood circulation is 
increased. 
Increased circulation ability to 
think, helps to improve skin prob- 
lems like pimples by removing 
body wastes and aids in relaxa- 
tion and improved sleep, Evelyn 
J. Deike, physical education pro- 
fessor, says. 
Good circulation also reduces 
the chance of having blood clots 
during pregnancy, Phoebe Lee, 
nursing professor, says. General 
physical fitness can shorten a 
woman's labor because she has 
good muscle tone and the ability 
to relax. It also aids in a rapid 
recovery from labor and chil- 
dbirth, she says. 
Trillium, a belly dancing 
teacher at the Internal School in 
Arcata, emphasizes that 
improved muscle tone from danc- 
ing or other exercise makes a 
















woman more flexible and respon- 
sive in sexual relations. 
Moderate exercise on the first 
day of a woman’s menstrual cycle 
can relieve cramps, Lee says. It 
can also reduce the stress from 
physiological changes an older 
woman feels. 
Good circulation from exercis- 
ing also reduces the risk of heart 
trouble and varicose veins. 
These are just some of the 
advantages of physical fitness for 
women. Its importance can’t be 
denied. 
Many women have trouble find- 
ing time to exercise when they 
have a family to care for and-or 
a job or classes. Long hours of 
repetitive housework or of sitting 
or standing in an office, hospital, 
restaurant or classes make find- 
ing the time essential. 
“We get so involved in what we 
‘have’ to do that we don’t take 
time (to exercise),’”’ Deike says. 
She advises against setting all- 
or-nothing time limits on your 
activity and suggests choosing an 
exercise you like to do, finding a 
time that’s best for you, getting 
yourself a partner, if possible, and 
going to it! 
It is advisable to start slowly 
and gradually increase your exer- 
tion. If you are unable to or unin- 
terested in exerting much, even 
walking will improve your circu- 
lation. “‘Any exercise that you'll 
do is a good one,”’ Deike says. 
Swimming, jogging, bicycling, 
yoga, group sports, self defense 
arts, dance and exercises at home 
are all good activities. 
You can’t separate your mind 
from your body. When your body 
is functioning more efficiently 
your outlook on life improves. As 
Sara Tirado, physical education 
professor, says: ‘Being fit just 
can't hurt you.” 
Anexcellent book on total physi- 
cal and mental health for women 
is ‘Our Bodies, Ourselves,’’ b 
the Boston Women’s Health Boo! 
Collective. 
Meetings and Announcements 
Nutrition Rap with Dr. Yiu H. tional film for Women’s Studies. 
Hui, home economics professor— 
Thursday noon in WC 103. 
Ethnic and older women—your 
faces are needed for a promo- 
See Lisa O'Brien Friday, in the 
TV Studio, LA 117, from 10 a.m. to 
1 p.m. 
Consciousness raising groups open to females and 
males are forming. Sign up in Ad-213 or call 826-3236. 
Women’s Association meeting to continue the discus- 
sion of women’s health needs, noon today, WC 103. 
Women’s Studies classes book buying representa- 
tives meet today at 1 p.m. 
Older and returning women’s group session noon to 
2 p.m. in WC-102C Mondays. 
Weight control group meets Tuesdays 1 to 3 p.m. in 
WC-102C. 
Humboldt Women in Art show Oct. 16 through Nov. 
15 in WC-103. Show open Monday through Friday from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Tuesdays until 9 p.m. 
      
‘rhe Minor Theatre, 10th and H 
Streets Arcata, will hold a benefit 
Friday evening to raise funds for 
the campaign against Butler Val- 
ley Dam. 
The films “Sounder” and ‘‘To 
Kill A Mockingbird” will be 
shown. 
Proceeds will go to the Con- 
cerned Citizens Campaign Com- 
mittee, the major group oppsoing 
Propositions A and B on the Nov. 
6 ballot. 
Editor's note: 
Students may be 
suspended or expelled for 
buying term papers for use 
as course work. 
RESEARCH 
Thousands of Topics 
$2.75 perpage 
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, 
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00 
to cover postage (delivery time is 
1 to 2 days). 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493 
Our research material is sold for 
research assistance only. 
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SAE 30 weight. Quart can. 
b 10-speed derailleur with stem 
22” frame. $59.99    
Family size. 99° 
TISSUES 
    
  
  
SSIAN BALLET FILM FESTIVAL 
Two separate and complete programs. All in color and wide screen. 
  
  
FIVE SUBJECT NOTEBOOK = with dividers and 200 sheets, 
college ruled paper, assorted colors. 9% value 59
° 
PAPERMATE 98 Ball Point Pen $1.49 value 77: 
DOW RADIATOR ANTI-RUST 49° 
Prepares cooling system for winter. 
LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC Quart bottle. 
PENZOIL MOTOR OIL 33° 
REMINGTON 22 CALIBER AMMO 
Box of 50 shells. 
BOYS 26” 10 speed SPEED RACER 
b mounted shift levers. Padded racing saddle. 
S OHNSON & JOHNSON BABY SHAMPOO 
200 2-ply facial 4/99 
LEAF RAKE Whip action, steel tine. 
R Rugged design and construction. J Qe 
to Mottaz. The Northern California Community Blood 
Bank will be on _ from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Mottaz 
said there are usually 15 to 35 donors at each drive. 
Before a donor is permitted to give, he has his tempe- 
rature taken, his blood pressure checked, and a hemog- 
lobin test to make certain he is not anemic. 
Acute infections and a past history of malaria or 
hepatitis will eliminate adonor. A person must not have 
taken malarial medication with the last three years, 
or had a cold, sore throat, or cough until it has been 
clear for a week, according to Mottaz. 
Sponsoring groups are needed to recruit volunteers 
for future blood drives, according to Mottaz. This 
involves getting at least 20 to 25 donors and providing 
appropriate publicity, he said. 
svmae 2 STUNNING . . . 
COLORFUL ... 
..... SUPERB ARTISTRY . . . 
S. BRILLIANTLY STAGED 
“AND FILMED! 
   
Celebrity Concert Corp., presents 
in association with Robert |. Kronenberg 
The First American Engagement of the 
THE LENINGRAD KIROV BALLET 
rownoerrs “SWAN LAKE” 
(Friday and Saturday Only) 
“THE SOVIET ARMY SONG: DANCE ENSEMBLE” 
(Sunday, Monday & Tuesday Only) 
A company of 200 leading singers and dancers in a wide variety 
of Russian classic and- folk numbers. 
(Plays one week only) 
Bolshoi Ballet runs Wed. & Thurs. (Oct 31-Nov. 1) 
Swan Lake runs Fri. & Sat. (Nov. 2-3) 
Soviet Army Song and Dance Ensembie runs Sun -Mon -Tues. (Now « §-6 
Evening Pertornances are 00 
Saturday and Sondey at see +1 2:00 
All Seats $2 50 Deere atct 7E toll 
groups of 20c' vicre persons 
Opens Wednesday, Oct. 31 
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G.A.F. 126-12 COLOR PRINT FUM 8 GO 
KODAK AX-15R 
Instamatic camera outfit. $13.97 
KODAK A20R $22.97 
Pocket Instamatic camera outfit. 
Mon. thru Fri. 10-9 Sat. 10-7 Sun. 10-6 
600 F St. Uniontown Square 
      
  
   
      
      
       
     
         
     
          








Home opener tomorrow at Patrick's Point 
Cross country squad faces conference finals 
by Chuck Warren 
When the typical sports fan is 
asked what a cross country meet 
is he usually replies with this type 
of an answer, ‘‘Cross Country? Oh 
yes! That's the other sport played 
during the fall.’ 
And that, unfortunately, 
reflects the sports image. This 
seemingly unexciting activity 
traditionally takes a backseat 
behind football. 
But it could be a different story 
at Humboldt this year because 
head mentor Jim Hunt clainis his 
squad is the best he has ever 
coached both experience and 
attitude wise. 
‘Even though we can’t offer 
any athletic scholarships, Hum- 
boldt still attracts some very 
talented runners.” 
Swim team wins 
The Humboldt State Women’s 
Swim Team began the year with 
a victory last Friday night over 
San Francisco State and U.C. 
Berkeley at San Francisco State. 
High scorers for HSU were 
Kathleen Seidel, Robin Smith and 
Carol Cook. 
An HSU record for the 400-yard 
free relay was broken. 
Saturday the team faced San 
Jose and Hayward, whom Jane 
Green, HSU swim team captain, 
called ‘‘much stronger teams.’’ 
HSU placed second and Robin 
Smith broke the HSU 100 yard 
individual medley record. 
Green, team captain, said, ‘‘We 
did really well. I think we did 
better than we’ve ever done 
before.”’ 
The next swim meet will be a 
relay at Berkeley on Oct. 27. 
Weight group forms 
The Counseling Center is offer- 
ing aweight reduction and control 
group under the direction of Lois 
Lima, counselor, and Terry 
McCarthy, intern counselor. 
The group will include 
individual and supportive group 
experiences to provide an under- 
standing of those personal 
dynamics involved in weight 
reduction and control. 
Persons may sign up at the 
Counseling Center in AD-213 or 
Call 826-3236, a spokesperson said. 
  
And this year the talent is in 
abundance. Chuck Smead, who's 
been the Lumberjacks number 
one man for several seasons 
returns for his final year of com- 
petition. Smead, who's often 
noted for his marathon 
escapades, won the NCAA (Col- 
lege Division) six mile on the 
track last spring. 
The team's second man is 
senior Ron Elijah, who was a dou- 
ble winner in the Far Western 
Conference track finals last year. 
Another returnee is Steve Owen, 
a fifth-place finisher in the NCAA 
College Division steeplechase last 
season. 
Coach Hunt also has high hopes 
for senior Mark Elias, who red- 
shirted last season and sopho- 
ag Barry Anderson and Chris 
e. 
 
This season the Lumberjacks 
have raced with mixed success. 
They were surprisingly beaten by 
UC Dagis, a team that has cap- 
tured the last three FWC titles. 
‘We were just not ready to run 
outside of Chuck Smead's winning 
performance and Ron Elijah’s 
third place finish.’ Hunt said. 
UC Davis, which has not lost on 
its course in many years slipped 
in four runners behind Elijah to 
take the victory, 26-34. 
The following weekend at the 
Chico Invitational, Humboldt 
finished second behind California 
at Berkeley which is one of the 
better squads in the powerful 
Pacific Eight Conference. 
“We ran very well, and could 
of easily finished ahead of Davis 
if they had been in the meet,”’ 
Hunt commented. 
Four members of HSU’s cross country team workout 
on the Redwood Bowl track. They are (I to r) Steve 
Owen, Jim Bredy, Carl Udesen and Craig Streich- 
man. 
THE OUTDOOR STORE 
 
   
 
   
   
9th & H St. Arcata  
DUCK SEASON OPENS OCT. 20th. 
NEW & USED SHOTGUNS 
Remington - Winchester - Savage - Browning - Beretta - Ithaca 
CAMOUFLAGE GEAR 
Hats - Coats - Raingear Also wool socks, duck calls, hip boots 
and waders. 
DUCK DECOYS 
Plastic Duck (Italian) from $22.95 a dozen. 
RELOADING EQUIPMENT 
All ammo 10% off factory list at The Outdoor Stor 
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The Lumberjacks did knock off 
some tough teams including Chico 
State which is usually a strong 
contender in the FWC, and San 
Jose St. 
In that meet Smead lost his first 
race of the season as he was nosed 
out by Berkeley’s Brad Duffey. 
Both runners were clocked in 
24:36. Elijah and Elias also 
finished in the top ten. 
**Right now we’re pointing 
toward the FWC finals at Hay- 
ward,” said Hunt. ‘‘That’s rea 
the big one. If we can beat Davis 
and win there then we’ll compete 
  
in the national championships.” 
“‘We’re working out twice a day 
with mostly ov oot 
in the mornings and wor 
in the afternoons. This usually 
comes to a total of 90 to 110 miles 
a week.” 3 
Tomorrow Humboldt will ~ 
face Chico along with Cal Poly in 
its home at Patrick’s Point 
State Park. 
‘‘We moved the course from 
behind the school to the park 
because it gives the spectator a 
better view of the race,’’ 
explained Hunt. 
meet begins at 11 a.m. 
STAN KRUPKA FOR SENSIBLE DEVELOPMENT OF HARBORS 
First of all Pama native of Kareka. trom among vou, 
interested in improving this area. 
Pama laborer, 
Tame student at HSU 
Ham willing te give up some of my personal time to make this 
area the best that itcan be for us all 
Ham nota white collar worker, “representing” labor. 
Tam nota person that has all the answers. When FE say we, 
as below. Prefer to those who strongly support my position 
and that we may vers well refer to vou too. 
We are not asking for your vote because we are politicians that 
We tre not 
Weare not members of the “big money” class 
We are interested. and most of all, we cere enough to listen 
and act where action is needed. and mal this area what it 
should Tiave always been 
The only promise we are going to make is to help and we can 
only help if vou give us your support in votes. Then Tecan and will 
cfor vou willbe behind me. Let's work together, Pam with vou and for you 
No one of tis is as smart as all of us 
hic nh Vou 
SPECIAL 5 DAY 
BOOK SALE 
These are a collection of fiction 
and non-fiction titles of library 
remainders. Some are slightly 
used. You will find values up to 
$10.00. Now for a limited time 
only you may purchase these at 
$1. 66 
Now is a good time to stock 
your personal library or these 
make perfect gifts for 
Christmas..... 
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Effects of Tax | 
(Continued from front page) 
have to be reduced by a total of 
$1.1 billion over the next four 
years. 
Post explained it is likely the 
state will have to reduce its pay- 
ments to cities, counties, s 
and other local governments 
because about two-thirds of the 
state budget consists of such pay- 
ments. 
To compensate for such reduc- 
tions he said local governments 
will have to reduce expenditures, 
increase property taxes or impose 
new taxes. 
Prohibits payment reductions 
He said the initiative prohibits 
reductions in state payments for 
the homeowners’ and business 
inventory exemptions but permits 
cuts in senior citizens’ property 
tax assistance and renter tax 
relief. 
“It encourages heavier reliance 
on borrowing, tuition, fees and 
other charges because certain 
expenditures financed from these 
receipts are exempt from the 
limit,”’ Post said. 
Adoption of the measure, he 
said, will increase state adminis- 
trative costs by $236,000 annually. 
Post objected to Reagan’s argu- 
ment that Californians pay 44 per 
cent of their incomes in federal 
state and local taxes. 
In his analysis released Sept. 28 
he said: 
Erroneously classified 
“The proponents of this 
measure erroneously classified 
the following types of receipts as, 
taxes in order to obtain the 44 per 
cent figure: 
1. Admissions to university 
basketball and football games. 
2. University book store 
receipts and board and room 
charges. 
3. Private donations to the uni- 
versity. 
4. Highway bridge tolls. 
5. State and local government 
employe retirement contribu- 
tions. 
South Dakotan works 
at HSU for 14 years 
by Robin Piard 
Donald W. Waters is a key man 
on campus. 
Don, HSU locksmith, keeps 
locks on campus working and 
develops key systems for each 
building. 
Don came to HSU 14 years ago. 
“My first job was setting up a key 
filing system in the (then) new 
administration building,” he said. 
Don, 60, is a shy South Dakotan 
who came to Humboldt County 
with his parents in 1925. 
He worked in a sawmill as 
lumber tally supervisor of air dry- 
ing, a process in which logs are 
placed in piles with spaces 
between each log allowing air to 
pass through. 
In 1946 lumber workers went on 
strike and Don found a new job. 
He and his brothers ran a har- 
dware store in Eureka where Don 
received his first experience as a 
locksmith. 
Although he liked working in the 
mill, he prefers his job as lock- 
smith, he said. 
“It’s inside and away from the 
weather,”’ he said. 
Don’s position as locksmith 
means more than opening doors 
for persons who lose keys--‘‘I 
leave that to Security,” he said. 
Rekeyed buildings 
He recently finished rekeying 
buildings in the physical educa- 
tion department which he said 
was a “big job.” 
Last summer he installed locks 
on houses purchased by the state. 
‘“‘Each building is different 
from any other and all offices are 
keyed differently,” Don said. 
He usually rekeys a building 
every two or three years unless 
a building coordinator asks for a 
change. 
“I changed the grand master 
once when it was stolen by some 
le who got into the bookstore. 
t took three months to rekey all 
those buildings,”’ he said. 
Don in his corporation yard 



























The rest of his day is spent 
checking door closers (hydraulic 
air pumps that shut doors) and 
inspecting other door hardware. 
Don lives in Eureka with his 
wife. Both their children are 
teachers in other counties. 
On weekends he likes to ‘‘head 
for the hills’ and loaf. 
Although Don is the only cam- 
pus locksmith and feels pressure, 
he enjoys his work. 
“T like-it. I would have to after 
being here for 14 years.” 
Speech slated 
Albert Vermeer, creator of the 
“Priscilla’s Pop” comic strip, is 
scheduled to speak tomorrow at 
noon in Gist Hall auditorium. 
6. Local airport and hospital 
ie sy 
7. ool lunch receipts. 
8. U.S. postal receipts. 
9. The sale of oil, gag, timber 
and a Itural products by the 
federal government. 
Figure inflated 
He noted ents’ state tax 
burden claim is 41 per cent higher 
than the revenue total in the state 
budget and said the figure had 
been ‘“‘inflated by including cor- 
porate taxes in tax collections, 
while excluding undistributed 
corporate profits from the income 
Another study disputing the 
governor’s claim that the plan 
will ‘‘allow tremendous leeway in 
program innovations and even 
creation of realistic new prog- 
rams’’ was issued in June by the 
Assembly Office of Research. 
The report discussed the effect 
of the tax limitation plan on an 
‘average California family of 
four.”’ 
The researchers discovered 
that to receive $804 in state tax 
savings in the first four years of 
the plan as claimed by the gover- 
nor, the ‘‘average family”’ would 
have to earn $35,000 annually. 
“Such a family,’’ the report 
said, ‘‘ranks in the top 4 per cent 
family income bracket according 
to the 1970 census. 
“The 1970 census indicates the 
typical California family earns 
about $13,000. This family will 
receive about $140 in state tax sav- 
ings over the first four years of 
the plan.” 
Family will lose 
The study said the typical fam- 
ily will lose 22 per cent of state 
tax savings to the federal govern- 
ment in the form of higher taxes. 
‘Because of possible increases 
in tuition and local sales and prop- 
erty tax increases, the net state- 
local tax burden of the typical 
family may increase,” it con- 
cluded. 
In his study of possible budget 
reductions if the initiative is 
approved, Post determined the 
most likely programs to be cut 
Budget approval 
(Continued from front page) 
the hands of SLC and the center’s advisory board failed 7 to 2. 
According to Chesbro, power needs to be vested with the advisory 
board over the center’s chairman before it can have any real influ- 
ence. 
Chesbro explained SLC would probably listen more careiully to 
suggestions of a body with authority. 
However, SLC action indicated its members prefer the purely 
advisory role for SLC and the center’s advisory board. 
The budget for the center is anticipating federal funding, Schiffers 
said in the...terview. Cor ‘” safety valves allow them to proceed 
as if they had the funding, ue added. 
Many of the staff are donating time, Schiffers said. 
Chances good 
There is about 70 per cent chance of federal funding, he said, 
but pointed out that even if federal funding does not come through, 
the program is guarded against deficit spending. 
The center is now running on revenue it has earned, Schiffers 
said. 
Each month, Schiffers will receive a report from the center, he 
said. 
SLC will review the development of the center when the budget 
ends December 31, according to Schiffers. 
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nitiative evaluated 
include public school support, 
particularly compensatory and 
early childhood education; capi- 
tal outlay for facilities construc- 
tion; business regulation and con- 
sumer affairs. 
In a table listing reductions 
required in 1974-75 in order to 
comply with the plan, a 
$149,198,830 decrease was shown 
in funds for higher education. 
Angered Reagan 
Post’s criticism of the proposal 
has angered Reagan, who said in 
May Post ‘‘seems to feel the state 
should have unlimited taxing 
authority, and his efforts to decry 
the details of our program are 
consistent with that philosophy. 
“His analyses always seemed 
to slant toward a partisanview- 
point that is expressed in opposi- 
tion to many of the things we want 
to do,” said the governor. 
Other nonpartisan state offi- 
cials, however, share Post’s view. 
Wilson C. Riles, superintendent 
of California public schools, told 
a Sacramento news conference 
Proposition 1 would provide 
“almost no chance to improve the 
=F of instruction for the chil- 
ren.” 
The Los Angeles Times took a 
firm stand on the initiative in an 
editorial. 
“This (proposition) is a rejec- 
tion of that cornerstone of the 
   
       
       
 
democratic rocess_. of 
government-legislative freedom. 
“He (the governor) is asserting 
that his clear and present know- 
| of the needs of government 
embraces such wisdom that all 
who follow hereafter must be 
bound by it. 
“Inr to the frustra- 
tion of some, it would destroy the 
instrument to many. - 
“The way to reform govern- 
ment, it seems to us, is not to 
shackle it in chains of constitu- 
tional restriction but to raise its 
uality through the quality of 
thdee who run it. 
“The public interest can never 
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10% discount for student: 








HUTCHINS and FOURTH ST. 
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Wines } ] 
and Liquors : 
4th Street 
9 o.m.-12 p.m. , 
4th and Hi Sts. 
HUTCHINS 
8 a.m.-10 p.m. 
1644 G St.   
Order to Go or Order to Stay 442-
5312 
Friendly Pub Atmosphere 
Beer & Wine 






Lunch Weekdays 11:30 - 2 
Open Everyday 5:00 on 
Old Town Eureka 16 E Street 
